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[HOAX] Isaac CARET - Drones 
[HOAX]
Created by: whiterabbit29 on June 26, flags: 179, replies: 
7943
admin edit: 
This thread is about the hoaxed report that would 
appear to support the hoaxed CGI composite images 
of "drones" that appeared online in 2007. 
There is a small group of people who still believe these 
images represent something that exists beyond cyber 
space in spite of the fact that every single credentialed 
imaging expert that has looked at the images plainly 
states they are 100% CGI creations(the Isaac CARET 
images) and a composite of real photographs with CGI 
rendered "craft" added to them (the "drone images"). 
The motives behind why people would continue to 
perpetuate a hoax and never mention that several 
world class experts have labelled it a hoax is a 
mystery as well, or is it? 
The following thread is a grand discussion that 
ultimately seeks to discover who the hoaxers are and 
what their motivations could be. There is much in the 
way of genuine research and excellent speculation to 
be found in these hundreds of pages of discussion. 
Enjoy. 
----
Really not to sure what to make of this. 
I was fairly sure that the explanations of the photos 
being CGI were a pretty fair guess, but this kinda 
opens things up again. 
Anyway I'll post the link and see what everyone thinks 
admin edit: Added "CARET" to title for clarity. 
[edit on 5-4-2008 by Springer]
Link to thread: ...thread289007/pg1

[HOAX] 'ET' False Flag 
Operation to Begin in August 
[HOAX]
Created by: GhostRaven on June 22, flags: 178, replies: 
1903
The following "story" is the produce of an unethical, 
patently flawed attempt at a study that exudes the 
lowest form of deceit. Before you read the 
HOAX/"story" you will see the admission of the 
individual who attempted (and FAILED miserably) to 
fool this community after his ploy was falling to pieces. 
AboveTopSecret.com is the place where anyone who 
is willing to abide our Terms and Conditions is 
welcome to present their experience/story or theory. 

We pride ourselves on offering a civil and courteous 
"ear" to those who would seek to honestly engage our 
Membership, we don't tolerate or suffer fools and 
deceivers. 
What you are about to read is the tawdry work of one 
who sought to abuse our courteous community and 
was ultimately handed his hat. 
"U2U from Ghost Raven to Springer: 
from: GhostRaven 
sent: 6-26-2007 at 10:28 PM 
Springer, 

This was a completely fabricated story. I am not just 
some jerk who wanted to waste everyone's time, 
however. I actually was -- as I hinted in my first few 
posts -- studying how internet hoaxes get started. In 
fact, I thought that I had left more than enough hints in 
those posts for everyone who has been around for a 
long time to figure out what I was doing. In other 
words, I did not intend to be a malicious liar. Heck, I 
even picked a storyline that would be patently absurd. 
At every stage in this tale I intended to write up  an 
ending 'summary' that would state what I learned/
noticed during the hoaxing. My idea was to be a 
'friendly' hoaxer who could point out holes in the 
system... while trying to entertain everyone. 
I decided to deliberately dive the thread into the 
ground, however, when people started talking about 
hunting me down, having the police arrest me, or 
going off into the woods. If I really was a horrible jerk I 
could have easily kept the community spinning for 
weeks. In fact, I had material written up that would 
have won a lot of people over. When I decided to end 
it, however, I decided to do it in a way that would allow 
everyone to watch what happens to a thread even 
after it has been debunked. Again, even in the end, I 
was experimenting. 
Was this a bad thing? Not if you think practice makes 
perfect. 
At any rate, I'd be willing to post a reply on the thread 
that will show how I constructed the hoax, how I 
altered it, and what I was looking for tomorrow (if you'd 
like). As much as some people may hate me... keep  in 
mind that, unlike certain other big hoaxes, I did 
kamikaze it and I am willing to explain it. 
Anyways, have a nice night and feel free to copy this 
message to the thread. 
" 
Let me begin this post by saying that I realize, as a 
new member, many people will be very skeptical of 
what I am about to say. I also realize that in the past 
ATS has been the recipient of several hoaxes/scams 
that went on for months before being uncovered, so I 
do not expect anyone to believe what I am going to 
reveal in its entirety (though what I am about to say is 
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the truth). I accept this and acknowledge that 
skepticism is necessary in any quest for the truth. I 
only hope that the moderators on ATS will give me the 
time to disclose the information I have before they 
make the mistake of categorizing it as a hoax. 
First, let me describe how I found this site and why I 
chose to post here. To be clear... I did not 'find' this site 
as much as I have been monitoring it for 5+ years. I 
am well aware of the personal battles, hoaxes, and 
accurate information that has appeared here over the 
years. I know what ATS has gotten wrong and right. 
Why do I know this? Because part of my position with 
the government involves monitoring sites like these in 
hopes of 'feeling out' the public's possible reaction to 
topics like UFOs/ET presence. I did not create a 
membership beforehand because I have always been 
a listener. Now, however, there is something I need to 
speak out about. Please heare me out: 
About four months ago my job  description changed 
dramatically. Whereas before I had been led to believe 
that ET Presence was a hoax designed to mislead 
America's enemies, I was suddenly (and with a 
dramatic demonstration) informed that ET Presence 
was real and that, as someone who specialized in 
cultural affairs, I would be tasked (among others) with 
preparing local and state governments for disclosure. 
Though this was surprising in and of itself, what came 
to terrify me was the revelation that the ETs (though 
they are called 'Visitors' within the government) are 
actually not -- entirely -- the evil villians the public has, 
through popular culture, come to see them as. They 
are, it turns out, extremely detached and interested in 
us purely for scientific reasons. Our government -- or 
parts of it, namely the military -- have decided, 
however, to treat the Visitors as hostiles. My new job, 
as was described to me and apparently others, was to 
convince local governments that the ETs were hostile 
invaders so as to further the military's agenda 
regarding ETs. In other words... I was to write up  'spin' 
and propaganda that would help  win the country's 
leaders over to our new 'war effort'. 
This shocked me because I felt that it would lead our 
people into a dangerous and possibly world-ending 
situation. I feel that we cannot possibly defend against 
the Visitors (at least in a 'fighting' situation) and that 
the motives of the military are simply wrong-headed. 
Don't get me wrong, though: I know that our military 
leaders are well-meaning and honestly do see the 
Visitors as a threat... I just think they're wrong. 
Anyways, what ATS needs to know is that, around 
early August, a 'false flag' operation will occur that will 
make the ETs/Visitors look like they are attacking 
america. Do not believe it. We cannot allow ourselves 
to be drawn into a war with an enemy like that. 

Sorry that I cannot verify my position as I have a family 
and assets that would surely be taken from me if my 
identity were revealed. 
[edit on 6-26-2007 by Springer] 
[edit on 6-26-2007 by Springer]
Link to thread: ...thread288370/pg1

very strange phonecall 
today!
Created by: hikix on June 8, flags: 60, replies: 123
At my job today my co-worker sitting next to me 
received a phonecall from a former client of his. I 
wasnt really listening to the convo but i did hear him 
say something concerning a religious experience, or 
something to that matter. 
When he got off the phone he said "my client is out of 
his freaking mind, he just told me that he was filming a 
star and caught a supernatural event on the camera, 
he wouldnt tell me what it was but he hired a lawyer 
and told me that it is going to be all over fox new, nbc, 
cbs, etc." 
He told my co-worker that they have to meet for coffee 
to discuss what happened, because he needs 
intelligent people on his side. 
My co-worker really thinks this guy is crazy and wants 
nothing to do with it, i kindof brushed it off... but i am 
very curious what he caught on tape, so i told my co-
worker that maybe we should sit down with him and 
just see what hes got. 
I promise you guys i will work as hard as i can to 
obtain the video (if it even is in fact anything of 
substance). But this is really up  to my co-worker who 
doesnt seem to have any interest in this. 
Anyway, this happened in NY, it was filmed by a 
muslim man (i will keep  his name to myself) and this 
guy was genuinly convinced he has seen something. 
So, if anything, something comes up involving a 
muslim man from ny taping an object in the sky, you 
can be 100% certain it is a genuine video and not a 
hoax. 
But once again, i will try my hardest to pursue this and 
get this video on this site!!
Link to thread: ...thread286188/pg1
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Alleged spacecraft/objects 
on moon
Created by: Implosion on June 14, flags: 55, replies: 331
A guy called John Lenard has been posting pictures on 
(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references) 
which according to him depict spacecraft, and objects 
on the moon. There are some strange looking shots, 
I'm not sure what to make of them: 
Link to thread: ...thread287147/pg1

9/11 Activist Arrested And 
Charged With Espionage At 
Republican Debate
Created by: SkepticOverlord on June 5, flags: 53, replies: 
215
(update) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Wednesday, 6 June 2007, 4:46 pm 
Press Release: Jones Report 
Reporter Arrested on Orders of Giuliani Press 
Secretary 
Charged with Criminal Trespass Despite Protest of 
CNN Staff and Official Event Press Credentials at 
GOP Debate in New Hampshire 
Manchester, NH - Freelance reporter Matt Lepacek, 
reporting for Infowars.com, was arrested for asking a 
question to one of Giuliani's staff members in a press 
conference. The press secretary identified the New 
York based reporter as having previously asked 
Giuliani about his prior knowledge of WTC building 
collapses and ordered New Hampshire state police to 
arrest him. 
Jason Bermas, reporting for Infowars and America: 
Freedom to Fascism, confirmed Lepacek had official 
CNN press credentials for the Republican debate. 
However, his camera was seized by staff members 
who shut off the camera, according to Luke 
Rudkowski, also a freelance Infowars reporter on the 
scene. He said police physically assaulted both 
reporters after Rudkowski objected that they were 
official members of the press and that nothing illegal 
had taken place. Police reportedly damaged the 
Infowars-owned camera in the process. 
Video of the incident (discovered by ATS member 
"hoochymama"): 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
----- original opening post ----- 

I'm getting sketchy information that "We Are Change" 
activists attending the Republican debate have been 
arrested. 
We seem to have confirmation that Luke Rudkowski 
and his camera man (Mike?) was arrested and taken 
into custody. 
Jason Bermas of Loose Change was also reported to 
be in the same group, but we're not sure if he was 
arrested. 
Does anyone have any additional information on this? 
The data I've been given indicates Luke was arrested 
simply because the "security team" recognized him. 
[edit on 6-6-2007 by SkepticOverlord]
Link to thread: ...thread285850/pg1

Crop Circles, Cymatics and 
the Fractal Universe.
Created by: squiz on June 28, flags: 52, replies: 69
Below are comparisons to cymatic images, these are 
created either by sand on plates or liquids that are 
subjected to certain sound frequencies. These are just 
a few that I’ve managed to match to certain crop  circle 
designs. Some are better matches than others but I’m 
sure you'll agree that the similarities are beyond 
coincidence. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
This discovery to me was incredibly profound to say 
the least, the message in them became much clearer. 
I'm hesitant to go it a rambling on how I believe these 
patterns relate to the universe. So I thought I'd share 
some links so people can make up  their own minds. 
Just keep in mind that vibration or frequency gives rise 
to geometric structure the higher the frequency the 
more complex the structure. 
The Vedas, Ancient Greeks, Egyptians, Templar 
etc...... They all knew. This is the essence of the 
ancient wisdom. As well as a Unifying of the fields of 
physics, not only that but includes the pattern of 
evolution and biology... 
Ok small ramble. 
Nassim Haramein 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
His research papers are here; including his theory for 
the source of all spin in the universe. It’s so obvious 
and just elegantly simple. There are articles in both 
scientific and layman’s terms. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
More 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Are the glyphs in the fields the keys to the universe? 
[edit on 28-6-2007 by squiz]
Link to thread: ...thread289332/pg1
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Wrong galaxy, I am afraid!
Created by: masterp on June 16, flags: 48, replies: 147
Our galaxy is not the Milky Way, but Sagittarius: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Amazing! no sci-fi writer ever thought of this...
Link to thread: ...thread287511/pg1

Due to member demand, the 
9/11 forum is now under 
close staff scrutiny.
Created by: AboveTopSecret.com on June 7, flags: 38, 
replies: 153
See the following thread for additional information: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
The original policy alert below also still applies. 
Any inappropriate comments, insults, topic derailment, 
or trolling will result in immediate posting ban or 
account termination. 
We've received an overwhelming number of member 
complaints since the topic of "TV Fakery" splashed on 
the ATS scene a few days ago. Most of the member 
complaints are dealing with the trollish nature of the 
new member(s) promoting these theories, and a 
handful of supporting characters. 
When participating with the members of 
AboveTopSecret.com, there are certain standards of 
conduct and cooperation that are not simply expected, 
they are demanded. 
We seem to be among several sites targeted by a 
recently formed "9/11 Research" group  who espouses 
a particularly provocative theory of "no planes at the 
WTC" and "TV Fakery."What we (staff and memebrs) 
have noticed about this group  is that their individuals 
engage in what they hope is an IMPENETRABLE 
approach in debating. They appear to have have no 
REAL interest in defending or discussing their 
theories. Instead they use provocative ideas and 
inflammatory language ("shills" for example) to bait 
people into extended debates filled with intentionally 
frustrating diversions, insults and accusation. Their 
activity in ATS threads prove they are disinterested in 
fact, reason, logic, or evidence while attempting to 
portray themselves as passionately convinced of their 
own highly questionable positions. 
While we have a long standing tradition of supporting 
passionate debate of nearly any topic, we insist that all 
participates do so with respect and decorum. 
Spamming our forum with multiple topics and ignoring 
well-presented questions demonstrates no intent to 

show respect. And calling ATS members who disagree 
with their position "shills" lacks the required decorum. 
From this point forward, ONE TV FAKERY THREAD 
WILL REMAIN OPEN. 
This one: (links removed, visit the thread for external 
references) 
The opening posts of all "TV Fakery" threads will be 
modified to direct users to this thread. And likewise, 
this remaining open thread's first post will contain links 
to important questions raised by our members. 
For now, new "TV Fakery" or "No Planes" threads 
based on the work of this group  will be deleted. Please 
use the (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references) to add any new material to the discussion. 
Repeated attempts to start new threads may result in 
account termination. If we see an improvement in tone, 
and an effort for collaboration, this restriction will likely 
be lifted. It's up to them. 
It's unfortunate that what seems to be aa habitually 
malicious group  has seen fit to act this way over 
events that deserve thoughtful debate, open research, 
and most of all collaborative participation. We've 
added additional staff to the 9/11 forum, and we'll be 
watching closely. Members, please help  us by using 
the new "post alert" button when you see issues you 
believe we should be aware of. 
And before we hear potential complaints of an uneven 
approach to moderation, YES, long-standing members 
will indeed be favored over the new participants who 
have shown no respect. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation. 
The staff of AboveTopSecret.com 
UPDATE: (links removed, visit  the  thread for external 
references) 
[edit on 12-12-2007 by SkepticOverlord]
Link to thread: ...thread286147/pg1

UFO The Greatest Story Ever 
Denied
Created by: geek101 on June 30, flags: 37, replies: 124
Just watched this video on Google (well, still in the 
middle of it actually)....dont know if this has been 
posted before, so apologies if it has.
This is an amazing video. If you dont have time to 
watch it all, just watch the first 4 minutes or so and see 
what infra red cameras have picked up. 
This astounded me, i didnt know cameras were seeing 
these things. 
Is this for real? 
If it is, then there cant be any doubt that the 
governments know that we are surrounded by ufos 
daily. 
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If you do get time, it is well worth watching. Some 
amazing footage and interviews. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Oh my God, i defy anyone to watch this and tell me 
there is no such thing as aliens. It's incredible. 
[edit on 30-6-2007 by geek101]
Link to thread: ...thread289723/pg1

It’s Official: The Crash of the 
U.S. Economy has begun
Created by: Kelldor on June 14, flags: 32, replies: 220
Hi folks! 
I wanted to let you all know about this article. It is a 
critically important read, and very much is in line with 
specific aspects of the Federal Reserve and Monetary 
Policy that Ron Paul has been talking about. 
I don't need to go into any explanation, as the title 
says it all, but I strongly urge you to read it. 
Furthermore, Ron Paul and Dennis Kucinich get 
special mention in the article for being the only 
Presidential candidates that stand up to the Feds 
policies. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Global Research is a very good site. I have been 
visiting them for a long time. They report what is really 
going on, regularly slam mainstream media for it's 
censorship, spin, and lack of coverage on issues that 
matter, and they really seem to back up what they say. 
It mentions the Carlilse Group and Builderberg as well, 
implying that they have given the go ahead for the 
crash, and they are the ones that stand to gain from it. 
When you combine this coming economic collapse 
with the new NSPD51/HSPD20 Presidential Directives 
that Bush signed late last month, it becomes 
appearant that the NWO will not even need to do a 
false flag operation on the U.S. like a nuclear 
detonation and blame it on terrorists. They can crash 
the economy, and now that is all Bush needs to do to 
implement Martial Law, Continuity of Government, and 
REX 84. 
Lastly, the House just passed the bill to restrict people 
with mental histories from owning guns, so if you have 
ever been depressed in the past, and taken prosac or 
zoloft, your about to lose you 2nd amendment. 
Good luck all.
Link to thread: ...thread287213/pg1

Great video on Quantum 
Physics and ET life by Dr 
Michio Kaku
Created by: chupa101 on June 27, flags: 32, replies: 65
I'm pretty new to this site, and I don't know if this has 
been posted before, but I thought I'd share this great 
interview with Dr Michio Kaku, one of the founders of 
String field theory. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
In the interview he discusses quantum physics, future 
energy sources, possible extra terrestrial life, different 
types of civilisation and lots more. Brilliant video, well 
worth watching.
Link to thread: ...thread289188/pg1

I need some help with a 
strange cryptic 
message.Please!
Created by: Zeeko on June 5, flags: 31, replies: 128
Hi, 
Even though my user stats show me as completely 
new I've actually been a 
member for a few years under the username 'Ezekial' 
which is giving me 
strife (cannot recover old password). 
Anyhow onto the topic of my return to this great 
website (I've been away for 
quite a while for work). 
At work today this rather bizarre old guy came into the 
customer service 
section of our electronics repair lab and after buying a 
few bits and 
pieces (it was his second time in the shop for the day). 
No offensive to French people but I couldn't 
understand his very think 
accent but he rambled on asking how many staff we 
have and a few other 
questions which I answered, to which he gave me 3 
cards with the same 
cryptic message on them (attached links). 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Now I believe I have seen these before but where from 
I have no idea. 
My ideas/sandbox theories on symbols and their 
meaning. 
The text on the front of the card was a little hard to 
read so I went over 
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it with a pen and it reads: 
" 
PM DIXIT (or) DIXTT ET AL E TU 
" 
Some of which sounds like french; 
"et al" which translates to the english "et al." = "and 
others" 
"tu" translates to "you" 
I cannot find anything for DIXIT/DIXTT. 
PM I guess is = Post-Meridiem 
____________________________ 
In the top  left corner is what looks to be a hand written 
'y' - I checked 
this under a microscope and there is a depression in 
the paper and it 
embosses onto the other side. Or could it be a badly 
drawn 'gamma'? 
(visit  the  thread to view linked images) if gamma is this 
pointing out that the card is a gamma function similar 
to a zeta function? 
" 
γ represents: 
* the lower incomplete gamma function 
* the third angle in a triangle, opposite the side C 
* the Euler-Mascheroni constant in mathematics. 
* second-order sensitivity to price in mathematical 
finance 
* the Lorentz factor in special relativity 
" -
The top  half of the front seems to be an equation after 
the lightglobe 
(idea/bright?) 
Inside the square is the symbol lowercase epsilon: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
" 
ε represents: 
* a small positive quantity; see limit 
* a random error in regression analysis 
* in set theory, the limit ordinal of the 
sequenceomega,omega^{omega},omega^{omega^
{omega}},dots. 
* in computer science, the empty string. 
* the Levi-Civita symbol. * in electromagnetics, 
dielectric permittivity. 
* emissivity 
* strain 
* set membership symbol ∈ is based on ε 
" -
The formula consists of (and these are my theories): 
FRONT SIDE 
u = "you (me in this context?)" 
= = "is equal to" 
{} = "set brackets" {a,b,c} means the set consisting of 
a, b, and c 

(visit  the  thread to view linked images) = Lower case 
alpha 
" 
α represents: 
* the first angle in a triangle, opposite the side A. 
* one root of a quadratic equation, where β represents 
the other 
* the statistical significance of a result 
* the false positive rate in statistics 
* the reciprocal of the sacrifice ratio 
* the fine structure constant in physics 
* the angle of attack of an airplane 
* an alpha particle (He+2) 
* angular acceleration in physics 
* the linear thermal expansion coefficient 
" -
: = "inner product of" but these are usually done with 
'?,?' or (|), ':' is used in matricies. 
± = "plus-minus" however again two contexts; both '1
+1 and 1-1' AND 10 ± 2 
or eqivalently 10 ± 20% means the range from 10 − 2 
to 10 + 2 (does the fact its superscripted mean 
anything? 
More next post 
[edit on 5-6-2007 by Zeeko]
Link to thread: ...thread285706/pg1

A Public Banning Today...
Created by: SkepticOverlord on June 14, flags: 30, replies: 
254
A rare public banning today on ATS. 
Normally we don't discuss bannings, but given recent 
events in our 9/11 Conspiracies forum, it seems 
appropriate to be open about this one. 
After much consideration and discussion among our 
staff, it is with sincere regret that I announce the 
termination of ATS membership  privileges for "(links 
removed, visit the thread for external references)." This 
is unfortunate since, until recently, it has often been a 
benefit for our membership  to have direct access to 
one of the early pioneers of vocal 9/11 conspiracy 
speculation. 
Also, in what may be a first for us, off-ATS content and 
activity factored heavily in our decision to ban him. 
Many members may feel his on-ATS actions are cause 
for banning, but that's not where we focused our 
decision. 
If you've been paying attention to this (9/11) forum, we 
appear to have become one of many "battle 
grounds" (as one member put it) in an escalating war 
of attention-seeking among competing "9/11 Truth" 
groups. 
Killtown was exploiting the critical nature of ATS 
members by posting controversial theories here, 
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participating minimally in responding to the critical 
discussion, then discussing his being "attacked" or 
"censored" on ATS via postings on other safe harbor 
websites. It appears as though we were being used as 
a means to build some kind of macho credibility that 
involved a series of false and insulting accusations 
directed toward ATS and our members that included 
"censorship," members as "shills," and everyone 
"aiding the perps." 
Certainly, this is not the first nor the last bit of insulting 
criticism of ATS by conspiracy extremists. Typically, 
we've ignored it in favor of focusing on running ATS 
the way we feel is best for our members (must be 
working, we have lots of members & traffic). However, 
in this case, we saw the need to end what was 
becoming an escalation of abusive exploitation of fair 
and logical questions from our critical members. 
-- IMPORTANT -- 
I want to add that this action in no way implies any 
desire to place limits of any kind on the topics that can 
be discussed in our 9/11 Conspiracies or other forums. 
Open and honest dialogue on any topic within the 
boundaries of our Terms & Conditions is what we have 
stood for, what we stand for now, and always will. 
Undoubtedly we'll see a cascade of off-site criticism 
and insulting rhetoric over this action... so be it. We 
stand by it as the proper choice in the best interests of 
our members and the flow of productive and civil 
discussion.
Link to thread: ...thread287158/pg1

Video shows a THIRD person 
on the moon?
Created by: lordshrek on June 18, flags: 30, replies: 101
I just stumbled upon this video on YouTube. It's really 
weird - seems to show a third guy on the moon 
(without a space suit). 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Can this be for real? Seems very creepy to me.
Link to thread: ...thread287673/pg1

My life with an Alien Soul
Created by: observe50 on June 22, flags: 27, replies: 180
I thought that I had written of my experiences in one 
thread back in "04" when I first started here. I don't see 
it anywhere so I have to assume I wrote about my 
experiences in other people's post so I do apologize.... 
I just assumed if you read everything here you knew 
what I was talking about. 

I said before I wouldn't rewrite (that it would be a 
waste of my time) because I was called every name 
that could be gotten away with here at ATS.
I am willing to take the time to explain things from my 
age going back. 
If there are at least a few interested I will talk to you 
but please don't insult me and call me names for what 
I share is what another life form has given me to 
share. 
I am NOT a writer and sometimes I confuse myself 
trying to explain something but I will try my best to get 
everything across to you. 
I'm not playing games here and if you want to know 
what I know about the Grey's I will do my best to share 
with you. 
[edit on 22-6-2007 by observe50]
Link to thread: ...thread288398/pg1

9/11 Whistleblowers!!!
Created by: BeZerk on June 26, flags: 27, replies: 146
Timothy McNiven - A 29yr Defense Department 
Operative 
The head of the 1976 mock terrorist plan was Lt. 
Michael Teague of Long Island, who McNiven says 
was given specific orders by higher-ups in the military 
to use the Twin Towers as the terrorist target. (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references) 
John O’Neil - Former Deputy FBI Director 
For 6yrs O'Neil was FBI's leading expert on Al Qaeda. 
He warned of it's reach. He warned of its threat to the 
US. But to the people at FBI Headquarters, O'Neil was 
too much of a maverick, they stopped listening to him. 
He left the job  in the summer of 2001 and took up  a 
new post as the Head of Security at the World Trade 
Center. (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references) 
Sibel Edmonds -Former FBI Wiretap Translator 
Sibel spoke publicly about prior knowledge of 9/11. 
She testified before the National Commission on 
Terrorist Attacks upon the United States, saying that 
the FBI had detailed information prior to 9/11, that a 
terrorist attack involving airplanes was being plotted. 
Then she was fired and placed under a gag order by 
John Ashcroft. (links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references) 
Click the here for the open letter to Eliot Spitzer, 
Attorney General for the State of New York and 
William Casey, Chief Investigator for the Attorney 
General's Office by Sibel Edmonds and other FBI, 
CIA, FAA, DIA, Customs & DoD personnel who want a 
serious investigation. (links removed, visit the  thread 
for external references) 
Robert Wright - FBI Special Agent 
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Robert who cried on national TV as he talked about 
how his superiors would not allow him conduct his 
profession in a manner it is intended by protecting the 
American people and preventing the WTC attacks. 
This lead Agent Wright to write a 500 paged 
manuscript, titled “Fatal Betrayals of the Intelligence 
Mission”. (links removed, visit the  thread for external 
references)
Bill Manning - Editor of the 125-year-old monthly that 
frequently publishes technical studies of major fires 
"Fire Engineering has good reason to believe that the 
"official investigation" blessed by FEMA and run by the 
American Society of Civil Engineers is a half-baked 
farce that may already have been commandeered by 
political forces whose primary interests, to put it mildly, 
lie far afield of full disclosure" - (links removed, visit  the 
thread for external references) 
Kevin Ryan - Underwriters Laboratories 
Underwriters Laboratories is the company that certified 
the steel componets used in the constuction of the 
World Trade Center towers. The information in this 
letter is of great importance. (links removed, visit the 
thread for external references) 
Karl Schwarz - Former Republican Party insider 
Karl has stumbled across what may be the “smoking 
gun,” proving the U.S. government’s official story 
about the WTC attacks is an “unequivocal lie.” (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Continued....
Link to thread: ...thread289072/pg1

Buzz Aldrin on Fox said
Created by: observe50 on June 8, flags: 26, replies: 140
I almost just fell off my seat. 
I was watching Neil Cavuto on Fox right now it's about 
four-thirtyish and they had Buzz Aldrin on about the 
shuttle going off tonight and just as the segment was 
ending Buzz Aldrin said very fast before cut off 
something to this effect: 
We could have said, " WE KNEW THAT WAS A UFO 
OUTSIDE THE WINDOW" but we chose to ask where 
was the booster.......... 
My words aren't exact but that was the effect of them, I 
know people here listen to Fox did anyone catch the 
exact wording. It sounded as if he was trying to make 
the point it was a UFO.
Link to thread: ...thread286298/pg1

Car On Fire Driven Into 
Glasgow Airport Terminal
Created by: MischeviousElf on June 30, flags: 26, replies: 
891
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A car on fire has been driven at the main terminal 
building at Glasgow Airport, police have confirmed. 
Eyewitnesses have described a Jeep Cherokee being 
driven at speed towards the building with flames 
coming out from underneath. 
They have also described seeing two Asian men, one 
of whom was on fire, who had been in the car. "(visit 
the link for the full news article) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 30-6-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread289709/pg1

Debunk This Video
Created by: twitchy on June 16, flags: 25, replies: 65
I am issuing an open challenge to anyone here on ATS 
to debunk the 9-11 related information presented in 
this film... 
http://video.google.com/videosearch?q=Who+killed
+John+O%27Neil%3F+ 
It's feature length, 1 hour 40 minutes, so pop  some 
popcorn and sit a spell. Have at it, if you can debunk 
the piece in it's entirety, you will have struck a major 
blow to the conspiracy theorists contentions that 9-11 
was an inside job.
Link to thread: ...thread287478/pg1

The 2012 Doom Factor (The 
Pole Shift will wipe us out)
Created by: dbates on June 26, flags: 25, replies: 57
Here's an interesting video that I ran into on Google. 
It's a 1 hour and 22 min. production on past global 
catastrophes. Basically it's a 2012 doomsday video, 
but it's portrayed with a scientific twist. It seems that 
the secret to past societies being wiped out was the 
physical polar shift of the Earth. With a few exceptions 
the movie is very well done. 
My main gripe with the video was that they passed off 
the Mayan calendar as being the amount of time it 
takes for our solar system to travel around the galaxy. 
Later they did go back and focus on the issue being 
more of a matter of the Earth crossing the Milky Way's 
equator line but I was insulted by the first insinuation. 
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Other amusing points include that that the change 
comes quickly but cites the Biblical Apocalypse as 
being 7 years long. Arguably it actually 3 and a half 
years and he does say that we'll see changes before 
hand. He could have explained this a little better. The 
most amusing thing comes at the first of the video. We 
see two cars with "Horizon Project" on the side driving 
to a location, but then they're never seen or used 
again. I guess the vehicles were supposed to give the 
impression of a research team. 
All in all I'll give it a 4 out of 5 stars on the Apocalypse 
scale. :up: Great production. 
(visit the thread to view linked videos) 
If the embedded video doesn't work then try this link.
[edit on 26-6-2007 by dbates]
Link to thread: ...thread288988/pg1

New Video: september clues 
exposes 911 TV Fakery
Created by: bsregistration on June 7, flags: 24, replies: 524
Social Service has created a new masterpiece. (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Building on the excellent work of 911 Researchers 
Webfairy, Nico Haupt, Fred, Killtown, Andrew Lowe 
Watson, 911Logic, StillDiggin and the 911 Octopus 
team, Social Service exposes the TV Fakery, lies and 
manipulation that fooled the world. 
Now those lies are crumbling and theres nothing 
anyone can do to stop  the truth, despite lies, ridicule, 
and overt Hitlerian censorship. 
Forums are censored, and lying shills for the 
government attempt to sabotage us at every turn, but 
they've failed. The truth is out there, their evil plans 
and credibility are ruined, and now the truth can be 
told. 
Also see Boeing Doubters Get "Special Attention" by 
genghis6199 
TV FAKERY TOPIC UPDATE 
Several ATS members have raised serious doubts 
about the validity of these "TV Fakery" 9/11 conspiracy 
theories, as well as the motives of the group  promoting 
them. 
An important series of posts begins with: (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"In the previous few days, we have been witness to a 
flood of new topics on 9/11 TV Fakery from a group 
calling themselves 911researchers.com. We (ATS) are 
not the first board of our ilk to be graced with the 
disruptive trollishness of this group. Members of 
911researchers.com who are active in 9/11 discussion 
groups combine indignant denigration of disbelievers 
with disdainful neglect of valid questions that are 

posed to them...(links removed, visit the  thread for 
external references) " 
[edit on 9-6-2007 by AboveTopSecret.com]
Link to thread: ...thread286042/pg1

New UFO crash in Georgia!
Created by: realanswers on June 22, flags: 24, replies: 77
I'm currently trying to find more information about a 
UFO crash in the city of Columbus, GA that happened 
on November 28th, 2006. There was many witnesses 
so I hope one of them will come forward and tell us 
what they saw. My experienced belief based upon the 
given information is that this did happen and was 
covered up by the government. 
The UFO event that was reported in detail: 
The news channel official story (coverup): 
Link to thread: ...thread288352/pg1

who's ready to Quit society?
Created by: pweagle on June 27, flags: 24, replies: 98
Quitting society 
Ok the idea is that we as a people are controlled and 
manipulated by government but it fact its this thing 
called society. 
Its not al that fare fetched , in fact its very clear, no 
matter where you look in the world, media and history. 
Take a look, this is the foundation in which we bass 
our lives. 
We are taught as children by our parents that school is 
essential to learn the basics eventually leading to a 
point where we should be self sufficient for society 
when we are past a certain age. We are also told that 
we should go to college to better our knowledge of the 
world and learn a skill or a trade and achieve a degree 
that says you’ve spent X amount of years and X 
amount of money to achieve a bench mark on the 
social ladder. After words go on to make money to buy 
the fundamentals of life like a house, car eventually 
get married and have kids and be come the ideal 
contributor to society. 
Of if your not so lucky to go to college base upon you 
your ethnic background or social statues that your 
better off going into the military where you’ll learn a 
trade and skill and money for college at the price of 
you servitude. Fighting for your country in the name of 
freedom and democracy. 
This is the world in which we live, its what we are 
taught. 
Here we are but a number, a contributor, expendable 
asset for other to succeed and manipulate to better 
themselves and deepen their pockets. Yet every one is 
so individualized yet so much alike, who has the same 
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ideas and aspirations in life, to succeed in life. 
Everyone goes about it in different ways and manages 
to but heads over the same things. 
THE QUESTION 
Ok enough of that now here the kicker. 
Do you ever stop  to think that there has to be more or 
a simpler way of life? Time and time again I’ve thought 
about this even more now, Every job  I ever had I 
question why or what the f am I doing here I know I 
have to work and make money to eat and have a place 
to sleep  but why is this the way its has to be done. 
Because this is the way the world works? Every one 
does it and no one questions it. I’m mean life doesn’t 
have to be so dame complicated the world doesn’t 
have to be so meshed together in chaos 
There are a lot jobs in the world but how many actually 
makes sense, I mean working at McDonalds pays your 
bill but teaches you what? How to flip  pre cooked 
meat. there are so many stupid things we have in our 
live that we could live with out and if you sit down and 
think about it for a while you’d think of many I’m sure. 
Ok this very think I’ve always question has taken me 
from college to job  to job to even to the army all of 
which I’ve quite because of this very question I’ve 
ponder. Yeah some may say I’m a loser just don’t 
know what I want in life and its all part of growing up 
bla bla bla… But I do know and its becoming ever so 
clearly to. I’m just not cut out for society period 
because to me it just doesn’t work. I really hate being 
around people everything make me mad. I consider 
my self to be unique in many ways. 
I’m truly on the verge of dropping everything, backing 
up some gear and just start walking away from it all. 
I think every one in their life should go on a vision 
quest or a walkabout and just question everything and 
determine what’s important in life. Find their true path 
in life not just a dead end job  that get you no where. 
Even people who are doing good, what ever that 
means? are merely distracted. 
I’d be nice if things were different or even getting 
better, where every body stopped being stupid and 
coming up  with ideal on how to better the world and 
acting on them but they just an’t period, you ever 
dream of a world where everything in harmony and 
peaceful where life actually make sense and there's 
purpose. Well its just that a dream there’s to many 
heads to turn. 
But my question 
Who here feels the same?? Are you ready and able to 
make such a big sacrifice to just quit society as We 
know it? 
[edit on 27-6-2007 by pweagle]
Link to thread: ...thread289088/pg1

Legal Affidavit: Walter Haut 
Discloses Roswell Truth 
(released after death)
Created by: infinite8 on June 20, flags: 22, replies: 109
Bill Birnes, publisher of UFO  Magazine was on Coast 
to Coast tonight discussing major disclosure. Lt. 
Walter Haut, came forward with what he experienced 
on the day of the Roswell crash. On July 8, 1947 
Walter Haut, the 509th Public Information Officer, 
released a press release that stated in part, "The 
many rumors regarding the flying disc became a reality 
yesterday...The flying object landed on a ranch near 
Roswell sometime last week." This was later recanted 
and the weather ballon theory was brought forward. 
In 2002 Walter Haut swore out a notarized affidavit 
that was not be released until after his death. Now the 
true Roswell event is being brought out written and 
detailed in his message. In 2 weeks the full article will 
be released. 
This sounds amazing that an Air Force officer that 
witnessed the Roswell event has allowed us such 
deep  insight that he himself could not speak of until 
after his death. 
Is it the truth this time? True disclosure? 
There are a few different way Haut has told this story 
over the years though all point to a flying saucer 
recovered at Roswell. 
======================================== 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"...AFFIDAVIT 
My name is Walter Haut. 
My address is: [-------BLACKED OUT-------] 
I am retired. 
In July 1947, I was stationed at the Roswell Army Air 
base, serving as the base Public Information Officer. At 
approximately 9:30 AM on July 8, I received a call from 
Col. William Blanchard, the base commander, who 
said he had in his possession a flying saucer or parts 
thereof. He said it came from a ranch northwest of 
Roswell, and that the base Intelligence Officer, Major 
Jesse Marcel, was going to fly the material to Fort 
Worth. 
Col. Blanchard told me to write a news release about 
the operation and to deliver it to both newspapers and 
the two radio stations in Roswell. He felt that he 
wanted the local media to have the first opportunity to 
have the story. I went first to KGFL, then to KSWS, 
then to the *Daily Record* and finally to the *Morning 
Dispatch*. 
The next day, I read in the newspaper that General 
Roger Ramey in Fort Worth has said the object was a 
weather balloon. 
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I believe Col. Blanchard saw the material, because he 
sounded positive about what the material was. There 
is no chance that he would have mistaken it for a 
weather balloon. Neither is there any chance that 
Major Marcel would have been mistaken. 
In 1980, Jesse Marcel told me that the material 
photographed in Gen. Ramey's office was not the 
material he had recovered. 
I am convinced that the material recovered was some 
type of craft from outer space. 
I have not been paid nor given anything of value to 
make this statement, and it is the truth to the best of 
my recollection......... 
=========================================
== 
Now to see what the WHOLE story is in his 2002 
Affadavit which will come out in 2 weeks in UFO 
Magazine. 
On Coast to Coast AM there were a few leaks to what 
will be contained in the new affadavit. It does mention 
Major Jesse Marcel and Lt. Walter Haut had both seen 
the real wreckage. The civilian sector started 
releaseing new about a vehicle all over the place. The 
following morning he went into the Roswell staff 
meeting at 7 AM and names of the attendees in the 
meeting are listed. From Fort Worth Texas Brigadere 
General Roger Ramey and Brig. Gen. Thomas 
Jefferson Dubose flew in to attend the meeting. This 
dicussion was about the debris field at a second sight 
approx 40 miles north of town. Two sights of crash 
debris . Lt. Haut stated, "Samples of wreckage were 
passed around the table and all got to examine. It was 
unlike any material I had or have ever seen in my 
entire life with unusual markings." There was a 
discussion over whether to disclose the truth of what 
had happened. The initial decision was to let the public 
know about the Roswell incident to divert attention 
from the secondary debris field just north and many 
people had already witnessed the object. Col 
Blanchard suggested that Haut go to Hangar 84, 
where from a safe distance he was allowed to observe 
a 12x15 foot egg shaped vehicle that appeared metalic 
with no landing gear, windows, wings or anything. He 
then states that he could see covered bodies with only 
the heads exposed and that the unusual large heads 
were observable, but details of facial features were not 
able to be seen at that distance. He did observe the 
small stature of the bodies, and determined that they 
were about the size of a 10 year old child. Col. William 
Blanchard then motioned with his hand that they were 
about this tall (indicating about 4 feet from the ground). 
This seems to back up what many others have said 
including Jesse Marcel's son and Corso. 
This is just an excerp  from what is to come. I am 
looking forward to reading the whole letter. 

[edit on 6/20/2007 by infinite8]
Link to thread: ...thread287938/pg1

Police, SWAT Team Surround 
Ed Brown's Property
Created by: truthseeka on June 7, flags: 21, replies: 97
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A new Waco could be underway as reports come in of 
law enforcement, APC's and SWAT team personnel 
descending on the home of Ed Brown, the tax 
protester who has threatened to use force to defend 
himself against authorities. 
Fred Smart, a close friend of the Brown's confirmed 
that Brown's phone has been cut and that at around 
8:30PM last night a silent surveillance drone with a 
bright beaming light encircled the Brown's property as 
if conducting reconnaissance."(visit the link for the full 
news article) 
[edit on 7-6-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread286101/pg1

UFO, holes in ground and a 
psychic - shocking
Created by: relu84 on June 6, flags: 21, replies: 31
Before I get to the psychic and his visions, an 
introduction to Zdany and holes in ground. 
1. Zdany, Poland 
One of the best UFO photographs ever taken and a 
well documented observation. I suggest you read 
about it on the page linked above. 
2. Holes in ground 
Recently, a few articles popped up  describing odd 
holes in the ground. They look like being drilled, with 
high precision, and no ground around the hole. The 
holes are up  to 12,5 meters deep! Here are two 
examples (articles in Polish):and
3. The Psychic 
Polish psychic, Krzysztof Jackowski, is widely known 
in Poland for his help  in finding missing persons. He is 
often asked for help  by police and families of the 
missing ones. He helped in such cases hundreds of 
times and his popularity even hurts his health - so 
many people ask for his help.
As a friend of the Nautilus Foundation's owner, he was 
asked to take a look at the pictures from Zdany. 
And here the story begins. 
Again, it's all in Polish, but it still should be entertaining 
to see a psychic work. 
What's so amazing about it? 
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The first thing he says after touching the Zdany 
pictures was "a screw". Pretty odd thing to say about a 
UFO, right? 
Then, he is given other pictures of a similar object, 
taken elsewhere in Poland. He says something about 
a church, a nun, who is afraid and wishes to keep  her 
personality hidden. But that person couldn't allow 
these pictures to dust somewhere no one will ever see 
them, so she decided to send them to the Foundation, 
but write an anonymous letter, signed "Zygmunt 
SOUL". The last name surprised the psychic, but these 
details aren't relevant right now ;) 
Then, a very shocking thing - mr Jackowski again says 
"a screw". Now, he gives more details - this object is 
flying out from a very large object, very far away. It is a 
drone, unmanned aircraft, which is searching for 
potasium rich ground... and it drills holes in the ground 
and places something at 5 meters deep. He described 
this something as "storing genetics", and the object 
itseld as "interferer". Then, he said that this is done as 
preparation for something that is going to happen 
soon. 
He was very schocked all the time, believing he was 
talking BS, but then he was told we have found these 
holes all over Poland and in other places in Europe, he 
couldn't believe it! When asked who is sending these 
drills, he only said "millions" and had no idea what it 
meant. Millions of people? Millions of alien races? 
There is also one video which was not shown by the 
Nautilus Foundation - they wish to investigate it first, 
before releasing it to the public. It sucks for us, but I 
believe this decision is right - too much info at once 
could cause trouble (what if we could summon these 
objects? too many people would try that and... perhaps 
make the visitors reluctant to show themselves again). 
The Foundation found the place the psychic told about 
in the vision - the monastery. They are on their way to 
this place right now. Also, the psychic said something 
about ruins of an old castle near the area, where these 
objects are visiting for a very, very long time. 
---- 
What do you think about all this? I must say, this thing 
shocked me a lot! Mr Jackowski was not informed 
about any of the cases - he wasn't ever interested in 
UFOs and even though he has psychic powers, he 
likes to "walk steadily on the ground", doesn't really 
believe in paranormal stuff... he was also pretty 
shocked during these visions and will perform another 
in the coming weeks. 
What's most shocking, is the "storing genetics" and 
preparation for something that is going to happen... I 
couldn't sleep last night! 
[edit on 6-6-2007 by relu84]
Link to thread: ...thread285878/pg1

FBI to restrict student 
freedoms
Created by: Sauron on June 24, flags: 21, replies: 66
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"FBI to restrict student freedoms 
US university students will not be able to work late at 
the campus, travel abroad, show interest in their 
colleagues' work, have friends outside the United 
States, engage in independent research, or make 
extra money without the prior consent of the 
authorities, according to a set of (links removed) given 
to (links removed,) by the FBI. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
Link to thread: ...thread288674/pg1

Drone Explained
Created by: bergle on June 26, flags: 21, replies: 29
Please check out(http://isaaccaret.fortunecity.com/) 
the wierd drone that has been shown on the net lately 
all over, has been tracked down by Linda Howe! 
go to the above site for explanation and many inside 
pics and schematics! 
Finally! 
I knew it was real!i knew it!heheheh 
bergle 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 26/6/2007 by Mirthful Me]
Link to thread: ...thread289011/pg1

The NWO has been given a 
Death Threat it should Heed!
Created by: mazzroth on June 30, flags: 21, replies: 187
Now I know Rense.com has its critics but this kind of 
concept must have some validity because the Chinese 
and Japanese aren't stupid and can see the world 
depopulation plan by the Illuminati targets them 
directly. 
What if all the Anti-NWO folks in the western world 
made contact with this group and gave them a footing 
in our society to help us eradicate this scum from the 
planet ? Blackwater would have some opposition and 
not just go around stomping on people. 
It could be our only hope, think of it like the Ninja's 
who fought the Samurai in Japan because they were 
oppressed. 
[edit on 30-6-2007 by mazzroth]
Link to thread: ...thread289762/pg1
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Anyone Not Believe There's a 
NWO/Illuminati Conspiracy?
Created by: freight tomsen on June 20, flags: 20, replies: 
125
This post and the subsequent replies are quotes that 
should prove to any skeptic that the NWO/Illuminati 
are real. 
"It was not my intention to doubt that the doctrines of 
the Illuminati had not spread in the United States. On 
the contrary, no one is more fully satisfied of this fact 
than I am." 
-George Washington, 1782 
"The world is governed by very different personages 
from what is imagined by those who are not behind the 
scenes." 
-Benjamin Disraeli, 1844 
"Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's 
views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest 
men in the United States, in the Field of commerce 
and manufacture, are afraid of something. They know 
that there is a power somewhere so organized, so 
subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so 
pervasive, that they better not speak above their 
breath when they speak in condemnation of it." 
-Woodrow Wilson, 1913 
"I am a most unhappy man. I have unwittingly ruined 
my country. A great industrial nation is controlled by its 
system of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated. 
The growth of the nation, therefore, and all our 
activities are in the hands of a few men. We have 
come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most 
completely controlled and dominated governments in 
the civilized world. No longer a government by free 
opinion, no longer a government by conviction and the 
vote of the majority, but a government by the opinion 
and duress of a small group of dominant men." 
-Woodrow Wilson, 1916 
"From the days of Spartacus-Weishaupt to those of 
Karl Marx, to those of Trotsky, Bela Kun, Rosa 
Luxembourg, and Emma Goldman, this world wide 
conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the 
reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested 
development, of envious malevolence and impossible 
equality, has been steadily growing. It played a 
definitely recognizable role in the tragedy of the 
French Revolution. It has been the mainspring of every 
subversive movement during the nineteenth century, 
and now at last this band of extraordinary personalities 
from the underworld of the great cities of Europe and 
America have gripped the Russian people by the hair 
of their heads, and have become practically the 
undisputed masters of that enormous empire." 
-Winston Churchill, 1920 

"The real menace of our Republic is the invisible 
government which like a giant octopus sprawls its 
slimy legs over our cities, states and nation. At the 
head is a small group  of banking houses. This little 
coterie run our government for their own selfish ends. 
It operates under cover of a self-created screen, 
seizes our executive officers, legislative bodies, 
schools, courts, newspapers and every agency 
created for the public protection.” 
-N.Y. Mayor, John Hylan, 1922 
"Today the path to total dictatorship  in the United 
States can be laid by strictly legal means, unseen and 
unheard by the Congress, the President, or the 
people… outwardly we have a Constitutional 
government. We have operating within our 
government and political system, another body 
representing another form of government, a 
bureaucratic elite which believes our Constitution is 
outmoded and is sure that it is the winning side. All the 
strange developments in the foreign policy agreements 
may be traced to this group  who are going to make us 
over to suit their pleasure. This political action group 
has its own local political support organizations, its 
own pressure groups, its own vested interests, its 
foothold within our government, and its own 
propaganda apparatus." 
-Senator William Jenner, 1954 
"The invisible Money Power is working to control and 
enslave mankind. It financed Communism, Fascism, 
Marxism, Zionism, Socialism. All of these are directed 
to making the United States a member of a World 
Government." 
-American Mercury Magazine, 1957
Link to thread: ...thread288082/pg1

DoD creates computerised 
alternate reality - SWS
Created by: SimonGray on June 24, flags: 20, replies: 36
I recently came across this news article about a piece 
of software called Synthetic Environment for Analysis 
and Simulations - SEAS, which has been adopted and 
tailored by the Deparment of Defence into a simulation 
program called Sentient World Simulation. 
The DOD is developing a parallel to Planet Earth, with 
billions of individual "nodes" to reflect every man, 
woman, and child this side of the dividing line between 
reality and AR. 
Called the Sentient World Simulation (SWS), it will be 
a "synthetic mirror of the real world with automated 
continuous calibration with respect to current real-
world information", according to a concept paper for 
the project. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
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Yank a country's water supply. Stage a military coup. 
SWS will tell you what happens next. 
"The idea is to generate alternative futures with 
outcomes based on interactions between multiple 
sides," said Purdue University professor Alok 
Chaturvedi, co-author of the SWS concept paper. 
Original source for both quotes above - 
I think this is quite a scary concept to be created, and 
could/would be used to see just how far military/
government interaction could be pushed to it's 
absolute limits to test citizen revolt and response. 
The intricacy of the simulation software is obviously 
very advanced, and is even being pitched to DARPA 
and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security for 
possible applications.
Link to thread: ...thread288619/pg1

Zeitgeist - The Movie
Created by: Souljah on June 27, flags: 20, replies: 71
What does Christianity, 911 and The Federal Reserve 
have in common? 
I STRONGLY suggest everybody watches this 
fantastic documentary, because it is most illuminating 
in possibly everything seen there. Much things shall be 
clear after watching that. 
(visit the thread to view linked videos) 
:up::up::up::up::up:
Link to thread: ...thread289137/pg1

ATS MIX "For What It's Worth"
Created by: Dave Rabbit on June 21, flags: 19, replies: 41
Okay... here is the RECORDED EXAMPLE of what we 
are looking for. I put music in the back of MINE, but we 
only want YOUR VOICE. We will do EVERYTHING 
ELSE. 
CLICK HERE TO LISTEN TO THE EXAMPLE:
SEND YOUR SUBMISSIONS TO JOHNNY AT: 
dave_and_johnny@mail2world.com 
Hi everyone..... well, now that the Amigos have let the 
cat out of the bag.... here's the deal. Johnny and I 
need the membership's help and involvement to make 
AboveTopSecret.Com's name a household word 
AROUND THE WORLD. As the ATS MIX show 
continually grows in popularity, the key to it's success 
is YOU, the MEMBER. 
Johnny and I have created several member 
participation segments for you to SOUND OFF or 
participate in. This particular one will be called "For 
What It's Worth". 
We are going to give you 2 Minutes to talk about 
anything you want, PRO or CON. A few examples 
would be: 

1. The rising cost of gasoline. 
2. The healthcare system. 
3. The presidential candidates. 
4. The possible war with Iran. 
5. Anything that TICKS YOU OFF about your OWN 
COUNTRY. 
These are just so you will get the concept. Your 2 
minutes of FAME can be about anything you want to 
rant about, state a position about or simply make the 
world aware about in YOUR OWN COUNTRY. There 
are a few ways to get these to us. 
1. HIGH QUALITY: Create an audio (podcast) and e-
mail it to us. It MUST be UNDER 10 MEG for our mail 
system. PLEASE do not record any less than 128 kbps 
for submission. Be sure and state on your e-mail that it 
is for "For What It's Worth" as we have several things 
working. 
SEND YOUR SUBMISSIONS TO JOHNNY AT: 
dave_and_johnny@mail2world.com 
2. DECENT QUALITY: You can call our Skype Account 
and leave a message on the Skype recording system. 
Our Skype account is "daverabbit69" for the time 
being. If you don't want to fool with a Skype account, 
you can call our Skype-In number at 214-717-4915 
(this is a long distance call unless you are in the Dallas 
area or have free long distance). 
INTRO SUGGESTIONS: 
"Hi, this is MIKE and my AboveTopSecret.Com USER 
NAME IS "Sad Sack". For What It's Worth..........." then 
you do your thing. Your 2 MINUTES is on TOPIC.... 
the INTRO is a freebie. 
One last thing, and I know those of you who know me 
will get a kick out of the "F-Bomb  King" saying this, but 
you cannot use any BAD LANGUAGE. Trust me, if "I" 
can do it, YOU CAN! :) 
That's it. As we are just starting out with this segment 
concept, we would appreciate it at this point if you 
would limit your submissions to ONE. As we build on 
the show concepts and experiment with different 
things, we may increase this restriction at a later day. 
Just have fun with it. It's YOUR TIME to give YOUR 
OPINION for the world to hear... "For What It's Worth!" 
The WORLD is waiting to HEAR YOU! 
SEND YOUR SUBMISSIONS TO JOHNNY AT: 
dave_and_johnny@mail2world.com 
Dave 
[edit on 7/12/2007 by Dave Rabbit]
Link to thread: ...thread288144/pg1
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Roswell Hanger Footage Of 
Alien Body? (From movie)
Created by: jimbo999 on June 14, flags: 18, replies: 118
Ok, anybody seen this? What is the story behind it? 
Authentic? Faked? Opinions? 
Admin edit: This footage is part of the British comedy 
"Alien Autopsy" which is actually quite a good film. It 
was being shown here in the UK on Sky Movies only a 
couple weeks back. 
[edit on 15-6-2007 by SimonGray]
Link to thread: ...thread287264/pg1

New Law Requires New 
Mexico to Grow, Distribute 
Marijuana
Created by: Mirthful Me on June 30, flags: 18, replies: 78
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"New Mexico has a new medical marijuana law with a 
twist: It requires the state to grow its own. 
The law, effective Sunday, not only protects medical 
marijuana users from prosecution — as 11 other states 
do — but requires New Mexico to oversee a 
production and distribution system for the drug. 
"The long-term goal is that the patients will have a 
safe, secure supply that doesn't mean drug dealers, 
that doesn't mean growing their own," said Reena 
Szczepanski, director of Drug Policy. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related ATS Threads 
[edit on 30/6/2007 by Mirthful Me]
Link to thread: ...thread289697/pg1

Cat 5 Hurricane in Persian 
Gulf!!! Weather Wars or 
Wrath of God???
Created by: Where2Hide2006 on June 4, flags: 17, replies: 
154
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Gonu dominates the flow of weather throughout 
South Asia at this time. This is, as of 1200 hours GMT, 
a full-blown Category-5 storm wielding highest 
sustained winds of 140-knots/260 kph (based upon the 
JTWC advisory). At that time, the eye of Gonu was 
350 miles, or 560 kms, southeast of Sur, Oman. 
Movement is northwestwards at 10 knots, or more 
than 18 kph. Can it get stronger? I do not see how, but 

I did not foresee anything like what is has already 
become. "(visit the link for the full news article) 
[edit on 4-6-2007 by UM_Gazz] 
[edit on 4-6-2007 by Where2Hide2006] 
mod edit, spelling 
[edit on 4-6-2007 by DontTreadOnMe]
Link to thread: ...thread285628/pg1

what the hell..... (pics)
Created by: shearder on June 20, flags: 17, replies: 156
Last night, 19 June 2007, between about 18:30 and 
19:30 I decided to have a look see at the planets as 
Venus was pretty close and very bright. Unfortunately I 
do not have a telescope - after this I am sure going to 
get one - but I do have a Sony digital video camera 
with 20X optical zoom and 990X digital which could 
also take photos, not so great (not so clear for normal 
use) so I decided to see if I could get some pics or 
video of the Moon, Saturn and Venus. Well I wasn't 
expecting too much as the camera is obviously not 
designed for stargazing or no one would use a 
telescope. To get to the point, and I support the denial 
of ignorance, I thought I had to share this and perhaps 
someone may have seen something resembling this!! 
Based on what I was observing, I would estimate the 
Moon between (compass) WNW and NW and Saturn 
and Venus closer to NW. Moon was about 28°, Saturn 
at around 24° and Venus at around 15°. 
I set up  on a tripod and started to focus at the moon, 
Saturn and Venus moving between the three. I spent 
more time on Venus as this was the reason for getting 
out before she dropped below the horizon which would 
have happened around 9pm. 
In trying to focus the v/camera on Venus (not the right 
tool as mentioned) I picked up a closer “object” due to 
the zoom factor it was VERY twitchy. I took the stills 
with the v/camera and also video of Venus far off and 
then zooming in you can see as this thing 
“materialises”. I did it a few times, moved the camera 
and did it again. I was on open ground so nothing 
close by was in frame. (I live on huge grounds). Here 
are some of the pics. I will get some video and try and 
post tomorrow. 
Object 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Object 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Venus 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Any ideas?:puz: 
Mod edit: cap title 
[edit on 6/20/2007 by kinglizard] 
[edit on 20/6/2007 by shearder]
Link to thread: ...thread287941/pg1
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Chicago Emergency Alert 
System Activated Today 
(6/26/07) By Presidential 
Code
Created by: AllSeeingI on June 26, flags: 17, replies: 110
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"An emergency alert announced on TV and radio 
stations in Illinois this morning appears to be the result 
of a human error in Washington, D.C. 
"Apparently, there's some kind of test being run that 
shouldn't be going out," Lawrence said. "(IEMA) is 
getting besieged with phone calls from all over the 
state." 
Rather than a test code being sent to the satellites, the 
Presidential code was sent instead. 
"we don't know why the federal govt used a 'hot' or 
active code rather then a test code.""(visit the link for 
the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread288993/pg1

George W Bush: Last 
President Of The United 
States Of America ?
Created by: allseeingi on June 16, flags: 16, replies: 119
It has come to this... 
Today stories released show the future plan for the 
EU. It will be reorganized into a new "Superstate" with 
Tony Blair as the 1st President or the EU. 
ATS Threads and newslinks: 
With Blair in control of the EU Superstate, and Bush in 
Control of the USA, there is no one to stop the NWO. 
It will be World War III. 
The "WEST" (NWO) US & EU vs The "East" China, 
Russia, & Iran. 
It will begin before Bush leaves office. It will come in a 
radical transformation of the USA becoming a war-
state, a police-state, like Nazi Germany. Where all 
industry is controlled by the government and focused 
on war production. If you arent a solider, you will be 
put to work, or rounded up  and sent to camps; if they 
dont just kill you. 
It is all so brutally clear. The puzzle pieces falling into 
place... The new EU superstate is a BIG PIECE. Also 
the alarming US financial situation illustrated recently 
on ATS (cant find the thread, someone please post it) 
about the collapse of our economy. 
IT TRULY HAS BEGUN! 

[edit: title - added ?] 
  
[edit on 16-6-2007 by 12m8keall2c]
Link to thread: ...thread287534/pg1

new! The Guernsey UFO 
photograph / video
Created by: EBE154 on June 23, flags: 16, replies: 88
the actual footage can be found here: 
sry, but i'm new to this forum and don't know how to 
link the video directly to the thread... maybe i'll find out 
with help of some constructive posts hehe! ;) 
have fun watching! it's really interesting and this time 
100% credible! :up: 
mod edit: cap title 
[edit on 6/24/2007 by kinglizard]
Link to thread: ...thread288473/pg1

Massive car bomb in London? 
Just saw on FOX news
Created by: racerzeke on June 29, flags: 16, replies: 225
They said it was massived, but was found in a car and 
has been defused. I will look through articles and try to 
find some and post they didnt give many details on 
FOX news. 
"LONDON (Reuters) - British police said on Friday 
they had defused a suspected bomb in central 
London." 
Man, I'm really happy it was found cant imagine what 
would of happened if it went off. 
[edit on 6/29/2007 by racerzeke]
Link to thread: ...thread289478/pg1

Mysterious clouds spray sky 
with light.
Created by: renshin on June 29, flags: 16, replies: 58
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A new NASA satellite has recorded the first detailed 
images from space of a mysterious type of cloud 
called “night-shining” or “noctilucent." 
The clouds are on the move, brightening and creeping 
out of polar regions, and researchers don't know 
why."(visit the link for the full news article) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 30-6-2007 by DontTreadOnMe]
Link to thread: ...thread289589/pg1
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Roswell aliens theory revived 
by deathbed confession
Created by: Mukiwa on June 30, flags: 16, replies: 58
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"EXACTLY 60 years ago, a light aircraft was flying 
over the Cascade Mountains in Washington State, at a 
height of around 3000m. 
Suddenly, a brilliant flash of light illuminated the 
aircraft. 
Visibility was good and as pilot Kenneth Arnold 
scanned the sky to find the source of the light, he saw 
a group  of nine shiny metallic objects flying 
information. 
He estimated their speed as being around 2600km/h - 
nearly three times faster than the top speed of any jet 
aircraft at the time. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
[edit on 30-6-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread289790/pg1

Wouldn't this be dead set 
proof of Life in space? If this 
isn't proof in plain sight.... I 
don't
Created by: seridium on June 7, flags: 15, replies: 90
Wouldn't this be dead set proof of Life in space? If this 
isn't proof in plain sight.... I don't 
Ok now I have watched numerous NASA videos and 
this one here has boggled my mind for months, 
wouldn't the objects in this video conclude that life 
does exists in space like what are the 80 - 100 objects 
flying around the tether? 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
In this video here the same objects seen in the last 
video appear to be harnessing energy from our planets 
Ionosphere. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
From the videos I have seen of this type of 
phenomenon they seem to be some sort or sprite as 
described here. Sprites 
It seems they like our electrical storms. 
The objects are explained here, and you can get a 
better view of one of these energy beings. 
(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references)
Explanation-footage 
More evidence;  
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)

STS-80 Formation 
I am sure I can find more of these objects, but imp at 
work and busy. However if anyone can find a video 
made by a guy in Vancouver that had access to a TV 
satellite and kind of intercepted NASA- vid feeds for 5 
years and recorded it all Link it please, he had also 
stated he thinks there is a even different phenomenon 
that the naked eye can't really see unless you are 
trained in doing so, but anyways please leave your 
opinions regarding these objects that NASA states are 
space debris. 
The truth is out there and we know it already, it is too 
bad that people deny it. 
[edit onby seridium]
Link to thread: ...thread286082/pg1

My sons imaginary friend
Created by: kleverone on June 11, flags: 15, replies: 119
I just moved into a new place in May and every time 
my son brushes his teeth, he looks in the mirror turns 
around and waves. Well today I asked him what he 
was waving at and he said Sara and that she was 20 
had brown hair and is tall. He just turned 3 and has 
quite the imagination but he's pretty consistent about 
looking in the mirror and turning around and waving. 
Does anyone else experience this with their kids? I'm 
not sure if he really sees something or just has a really 
good imagination.
Link to thread: ...thread286767/pg1

Announcing: ATS MIX (coming 
soon, really)
Created by: SkepticOverlord on June 20, flags: 15, replies: 
52
Over the years, AboveTopSecret.com, has become 
one of the Internet’s most popular User-Generated 
Content destinations, with consistent appearance in 
the top-20 most trafficked discussion boards (as 
tracked by Big-Boards.com). During the past six 
months, we've been examining what has contributed 
to our success, what's happening in the "Web  2.0" 
world, and devising several new strategies to take ATS 
into a new realm... a realm we call: "User-Generated 
Content Ecosystems." 
Our first and most-exciting project is "ATS MIX," a new 
highly-professional ATS-branded podcast series, with 
aspirations to become a daily live radio show, featuring 
our very own Dave Rabbit and Johnny Anonymous. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Our goal is to develop  a two or three times a week 
podcast that takes advantage of the perpetual source 
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of compelling and provocative content here on ATS. 
More than just a show about "alternative topics," ATS 
MIX brings the collective expertise and genius of ATS 
members to a broader audience. And in doing so, 
involve ATS members in the on-air content, show 
development, guest invitations, interviews, debates, 
and more. 
Nearly all such shows carry the personal agendas of 
the hosts, and our show is different in one important 
regard: our agenda is simply our members. The show 
is about you. It's about what you're saying. It features 
the guests you want. It asks you to participate. It 
forces you to think. 
ATS MIX on AboveTopSecret.com 
We are the undisputed "user-generated content king" 
of this compelling genre of "alternative topics." We 
have over 3 million posts, more than 110,000 
registered members, over 2,100 podcasts, dozens of 
blogs, and in excess of 1.2 million monthly visitors. 
We have a dedicated team of experienced radio 
industry professionals working to deliver what we 
believe will be one of the most entertaining and 
informative shows available... 
ATS MIX will be a flagship  regular podcast show, 
featuring experienced radio personalities, that is born 
from the rich and ever-evolving content ecosystem of 
AboveTopSecret.com. 
ATS MIX is an entertaining summary of ATS topics 
with expert guests, members, and unique commentary. 
ATS MIX combines entertaining tongue-in-check 
delivery of important and provocative topics. 
ATS MIX delivers ground-breaking ways to integrate 
online features and interaction with show personalities 
and guests. 
ATS MIX brings the genre’s most reliable and 
respected brand, AboveTopSecret.com, to expanded 
audio-content audiences. 
ATS MIX is the first to aggressively target the 
combination of the runaway popularity of Web 2.0 and 
UGC with live radio. 
The most important and unique aspect of our concept 
is that the ATS website is the core of a “content 
ecosystem” that fuels the show. ATS members will 
continually be provided means to offer suggestions for 
show topics, expert guests, and the ability to feed new 
late-breaking content into the show. This ground-
breaking concept brings the “collective expertise” of 
online user-generated content into an engaging and 
entertaining podcast format. 
Member Participation: the show will regularly feature 
members who authored popular threads, provided 
excellent contributions, and who have key subject 
matter expertise. 

Member Questions During Show: any member can ask 
the hosts or guests a question through the Web  site or 
through audio recordings. 
Content Ideation: members have direct input on a 
special "member's choice" regular segment and can 
collaborate with our hosts on developing full segments. 
Site Guest Involvement: Expert guests will participate 
in follow-up questions and answers on the ATS site for 
several days after their segment on the show. 
What's Next For ATS MIX? 
Dave Rabbit and Johnny Anonymous will soon be 
active in a few ATS MIX forums, seeking your input, 
ideas, concepts, and participation. In addition to our 
experienced hosts, have engaged experienced radio 
industry professionals to help  us evolve these 
podcasts into a daily live radio show... a show like no 
other... where the listeners have an opportunity 
participate like never before.
Link to thread: ...thread288045/pg1

Controlling The Masses
Created by: TheGreySwordsman on June 23, flags: 15, 
replies: 41
For a moment, I'm going to attempt to ignore all 
specific conspiracies. In order to do this thread justice, 
I need to introduce a few concepts. These aren't 
exactly new to many of us in the conspiracy 
community. However, they need to be addressed. 
First Concept: The Illusion of Safety 
We all like to think that we're generally pretty safe in 
our lives. As we go about our business. Our 
governments like us to believe that we are safe. When 
the public believes we are secure, we acknowledge 
the powers than be for granting us this security, and 
maintaining a level of order in our lives. 
Now, think for a moment. How safe are we, really? In 
reality, there is virtually nothing the government can do 
to secure us. If someone is determined enough to 
extinguish our lives, they will find a way. 
The government cannot even protect Presidents. 
Lincoln, JFK, RFK, MLK, Reagan, The Pope. These 
figures, you'd hope, that we could keep  safe. They 
theoretically represent the power of the people. Yet all 
of this people were attacked successfully. The list goes 
on and on. Whether other forces were involved or not, 
these people were successfully attacked. These 
people who had far greater security than we the 
average citizen has. 
On September 11th, many Americans woke up to the 
realization that they could die at any time. The 
tragedies that followed, the DC Sniper, Anthrax in the 
mail, Katrina, etc helped to drive the point home. 
Yet, people like to believe they are safe. The 
government feeds the ignorance. "Duck and cover" 
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was suggested to save of from the threat of nuclear 
attack. Plastic and Duct tape was promised to deliever 
us from the dangers of chemical and biological 
weapons. 
There's an interesting show on tv. I believe it's called 
"To catch a thief". The premise is, they warn a family 
or business that they're going to be burglarized, and 
then some ex criminals break in and shatter this 
illusion of safety that people have by stealing their 
possessions, often in broad daylight. They've even 
taken out a police station. 
What does this tell you? 
If someone wants you dead at any cost, you're dead. 
All that is needed is enough planning. You can't keep 
your children safe. You can't keep  your home safe. 
You can't even protect yourself. We are such a fragile 
race. 
Even natural events that have a great deal of warning, 
such as hurricanes deal massive casualties and 
property damage. 
We as a people will do anything to survive. (In general) 
We cling to the feeble notion of safety, and adhere to 
rules because "that's all that protects us from chaos." 
But are we really safe? No. 
The government feeds the fears just alittle bit. It may 
cause or exagerate the coverage of events that terrify 
us, and then assure us that THEY can protect us. We 
the people in turn are talked into giving greater power 
to the authority. With this new power, surely we are 
safe. 
However in this action, those that question the 
almighty delieverers of freedom and security are shot 
down, and called traitors. You need only look at 
history. Nazi Germany, The Soviet Union, ancient 
Rome. You can find this again and again. When 
politicians amass power, that power has to come from 
somewhere? It gets siphoned away from the people. 
Feed the fear, and then promise safety in exchange for 
even greater authority. Make big promises, appear 
regal, and rule the people. The ignorant will in turn, 
defend you tooth and nail for those promises. They 
don't realize that power and money are more valuable 
than their lives. 
When something becomes "unquestionable", you 
know someone has too much power. But what can we 
do? Nothing. Nothing at all. We the people are 
powerless. We can't protect ourselves, and they can't 
protect us. But they can promise protection, and in 
turn, they can attain the throne for those promises.
Link to thread: ...thread288515/pg1

Comments made by son?
Created by: Stockburn on June 29, flags: 15, replies: 103
Hi all, 
Not certain this is the correct forum, but here goes 
anyway. Mods, if you wish, you can move it to 
wherever. :) 
I took some video 4 wheelin (links removed, visit  the 
thread for external references) with my son around 
march of 07 time frame somewhere in the Mojave 
desert. This would place my son @ around 3.5 years 
old. Didn't really notice or really think much of it at the 
time until just recently re-watching the video. 
In any case, in the video I sort of ignore some of his 
comments, probably due to the nasty terrain. He 
states, the "witch of the east is coming" and the "witch 
is here" etc. There are a few times, where he gets 
bothered by stating "no, no", in addition stating "the 
witch of the east is coming" in a very harsh voice. I 
beleve he said "can you hear her?". 
I don't believe he has ever watched wizard of oz, 
although I do have him in private school, so I guess he 
could have picked it up from other kids.
I even say something to the effect of "sashima", what I 
thought he was saying, but to me it sounds like "She's 
coming, do you hear her?" 
In any case, just thought I would throw that out there, 
and perhaps if there is any significance. Kinda creeps 
me out after watching it. Keep in mind, if you are not 
familiar with the area, it is barren and desolate for 
miles upon miles. This was my first time ever taking 
my son anywhere near this area on a 4 wheel trip. 
However, we have taken many day and night 4 wheel 
trips elsewhere. 
Any thoughts? Thanks all and take care,
Link to thread: ...thread289472/pg1

John Lear is Agent Condor - 
CIA?
Created by: Fowl Play on June 29, flags: 15, replies: 80
Sifting through some sites ive had favourited, i come 
accross this little nugget.. 
Anyone remember the T.V. show " UFO  Cover up 
live" ? by body-proportion comparison analysis and 
voice-print analysis it turns out that none other than 
our very own John Lear is the agent dubbed 'Condor' 
on the CIA backed TV production." As Condor, he is in 
reality a government agent who has been working with 
Moore, Shandera, Friedman, John Grace, Bob  Lazar, 
and others all along.
[edit on 29-6-2007 by Fowl Play]
Link to thread: ...thread289629/pg1
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"Defenders of the 
Constitution are terrorists" 
FBI pamphlet says
Created by: LightWorker13 on June 7, flags: 14, replies: 51
Perhaps you should see exactly who your government 
and your establisment consider "terrorists". They 
handed out pamplets to all the major police 
departments across the country, where they laid forth 
the guidelines for what a domestic terrorist is. 
Defenders of the constitution are terrorists?? Home 
schoolers are terrorists?? Animal rights activists and 
enviromentalists are terrorists?? Christians are 
terrorists?? What the hell are your leaders thinking?? 
Are these people out of their minds, or are they just 
pure evil, I dunno...
They even say that people who attempt to "police the 
police" are terrorists! In other words, if you dont let the 
police do whatever they want, you are a terrorist. If you 
claim driving is a right, you are a terrorist. 
They are even training the police to think that any 
ordinary citizen is a terrorist, here is another pamphlet 
they handed out across Texas and other states. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Anyone whos wears levis jeans, has a cellphone or 
bookbag, and acts "normally" with a "nice guy image" 
is a potential terrorist, I mean talk about a paranoid 
society. 
Wake up, the government are the REAL terrorists, who 
are looking to take away all freedoms total surveillence 
total police state, total command and control system 
where all life runs by the dictates of the State. And 
they are doing it by spreading fear and terror in your 
minds, get you suspicious and paranoid of everyone, 
and beg the State for more draconian laws to keep  you 
safe. WAKE UP! 
[edit on 7-6-2007 by LightWorker13] 
[edit on 7-6-2007 by LightWorker13]
Link to thread: ...thread286129/pg1

Skeptics are Not Your Enemy
Created by: schuyler on June 13, flags: 14, replies: 107
Consider the skeptic a canary for the coal mine, not 
your enemy. Several threads lately have lamented that 
skeptics are TOO  skeptical and that no one will believe 
anything anymore. I suggest that we are ALL skeptical, 
depending on the topic at hand. 
For example, for some time on YouTube a ‘Roxanne’ 
has been posting videos of the UFOs she shot at night 
on the deck outside her apartment. Video after video 
after video, they were all roughly the same. Roxanne 

would point the camera off her deck in the night and 
point out lights in the distance, all the while saying, 
“This is f’ing unbelievable!” Same words, same lights 
in the same locations, night after night. She also 
sounded kinda trippy. I mean, she was REALLY 
amazed at all this. Well, someone invited her on ATS 
to talk about her videos. She came on and we talked 
about them. One fellow found out where she lived, 
looked at a map, and discovered there was a hill 
across form her apartment in the distance. The hill had 
a winding road on it going to the top, and it had a 
tower on top of the hill tall enough to require navigation 
lights. 
So this fellow said she was seeing the lights from the 
tower as well as the headlights of cars going up  and 
down the hill. Technically they weren’t even UFOs 
because they did not fly. They were lights. Pretty 
simple really. Her lights were explained. But how do 
you think she took that? Let’s say not well. She 
stormed off the board never to be seen again, taking 
her “f’ing unbelievable” lights with her. 
My guess would be that anyone reading this, with, 
alas, perhaps a few exceptions, would side with the 
‘skeptical’ side if they saw Roxannes’s videos, saw the 
map, saw the correlations, and realized what had 
happened. So, for this sighting, I’m suggesting 
everyone here is a skeptic. 
Now, the problem with being interested in UFOs and 
accepting sightings as valid is that there appear to be 
a whole lot of people who want to create hoaxes. The 
signal to noise ratio is way too high: Lots and lots of 
noise. Why? To say they did? As intentional 
disinformation from an alphabet agency? Viral 
marketing? Just a prank? That’s for a different thread: 
Why do the hoax? But they do. Sometimes it’s overt 
and sometimes the guy just might be a little crazy. 
Who knows? 
A couple of weeks ago a guy came on here pretending 
to be an ex-prisoner working on a chain gang who hit 
some sort of underground chamber. As a result of his 
knowledge he was put in solitary, grilled and 
questioned, visited by MIB  types, etc. The thread 
encouraged him; he told a pretty good story. No one 
called him crazy. He was obviously under duress, had 
to rent computer time, just got out of prison. Poor guy; 
you get the picture. But half way through he suddenly 
said, “It’s fake. I made it up.” He was very well treated 
before he was banned, too. 
Over the past sixty years we’ve had hoax after hoax 
after hoax. George Adamski, visited by humans from 
Venus, Mars, the Moon, Jupiter, and Saturn, all of 
which have a breathable atmosphere, cities, lakes, 
and huge civilizations. Their message? Don’t use 
nukes because the rays affect space travel. Truman 
Bethurum. Rode to the planet Clarion aboard a “scow” 
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piloted by a Latin bombshell who wore a short red 
dress, black velvet blouse, and red & black beret, with 
BIG brown eyes and well (ahem) figured. Clarion is on 
the other side of the moon (later sun) with a perfect 
crime-free worldwide civilization who are all Christians, 
go to church, and speak English in rhyme. 
Wanna get more modern? How about Dr. Jonathan 
Reed, who kept an alien in his freezer. Told all about it 
to Art Bell. Linda Howe believed him. When things got 
bad he said the government wiped out his identity and 
tried to kill him. How about Ray Santilli of the Alien 
Autopsy fame. Great film, wasn’t it? He admitted it was 
totally fake. My favorite: Billy Meier. Hey, we found the 
garbage can lid okay? Not for some of you. Billy’s 
people say the lid manufacturer got the design idea 
after looking at pictures of the saucer. We’ll probably 
have someone jumping on here proclaiming the Billy 
Cult real. If not for him, certainly for Greer, most 
famous now for labeling a moth an ‘energy anchor 
being.’ Great. Thanks, Steven, for keeping everyone’s 
feet on the ground. 
There are hundreds more, literally. So on the one hand 
we have people like Roxanne, who just don’t get it, 
and on the other we have people who for one reason 
or another are trying to take advantage of the situation 
to make a niche for themselves. Whether this is for 
money or ego or something else is immaterial. For the 
Roxannes of the world I feel some sympathy; she’s 
hurt that her fantasy isn’t believed. For the Meier’s of 
the world, I have no sympathy. They ought to be in 
prison for taking advantage of thousands of credulous 
believers. 
A skeptic’s job  is to try to find the diamond in the 
rough. That entails asking lots of questions and trying 
to ‘break’ the story. That means finding evidence—
either way! A skeptic CAN’T take your word for it 
because too often—you lie. So my hope is that you 
can look at a skeptic’s job  as trying to find the truth in 
an ocean of you know what. It’s okay to believe in 
UFOs, but it isn’t okay to accept at face value that 
every light in the sky is one, containing aliens from 
outer space.
Link to thread: ...thread287080/pg1

Clinton's dump their stock 
holdings for cash
Created by: dbates on June 18, flags: 14, replies: 26
" 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bill and Hillary Rodham Clinton 
liquidated the contents of their blind trust upon learning 
it contained investments of $5 million to $25 million 
that could pose conflicts of interest or prove to be 
embarrassing to her presidential campaign. 

(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
" 
Reading the article I can see how their hand was 
forced, but why didn't they reinvest the money in 
another blind trust? Me thinks that they don't have any 
faith in the economy or the stock market. I don't 
believe that they need the money for the presidential 
campaign. They're both pulling in the dough between 
speeches and fund raising dinners. A good bet is that 
they're privy to some information that the average joe 
isn't. 
Insider trading on a national scale? I don't know if 
there's an official rule on this or not. Keep an eye out 
for more stories of other senators dumping stocks for 
cash just in case. :hey: 
[edit on 18-6-2007 by dbates]
Link to thread: ...thread287697/pg1

Law Firm's "How Not To Hire 
Americans" Video Sparks 
Firestorm
Created by: shots on June 23, flags: 14, replies: 54
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A prominent Pittsburgh law firm has become 
embroiled in a controversy over a video posted on the 
Internet that depicts one of the firm's lawyers 
explaining how to work around U.S. laws to obtain 
visas for foreign employees. 
The segment highlights portions of a seminar 
conducted by the Downtown firm of Cohen & Grigsby. 
The footage, which included an attorney telling 
participants "our goal is clearly not to find a qualified 
and interested U.S. worker," ... 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 6/23/2007 by shots]
Link to thread: ...thread288474/pg1
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Putin says:" I'll Point My 
Missiles at Europe"
Created by: the_sentinal on June 3, flags: 13, replies: 117
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
" Russian President Vladimir Putin warned that U.S. 
plans to build a missile defense system in Eastern 
Europe would force Moscow to target its weapons 
against Europe. 
The threat, in an interview published Sunday in Italy's 
Corriere della Sera and other foreign media, marked 
one of Putin's most strident statements to date against 
the U.S. plans and came just days before he is to join 
President Bush and other leaders at a Group  of Eight 
summit in Germany."(visit the link for the full news 
article) 
[edit on 3-6-2007 by UM_Gazz] 
[edit on 3-6-2007 by the_sentinal]
Link to thread: ...thread285495/pg1

One-fifth of world's 
surveillance focused on 
Brits!
Created by: greatlakes on June 6, flags: 13, replies: 162
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Are Brits sleepwalking into the nightmarish Big 
Brother world envisioned by Orwell? 
The British, who invented the spy novel, are now the 
most spied-upon citizens on earth. 
Four million cameras watch them in the lanes, streets, 
public squares and highways across the land, more 
than in any other Western democracy. In an average 
day, a Brit will be surveyed by around 300 cameras. 
One-fifth of the world’s surveillance cameras are 
focused on the Brits."(visit the link for the full news 
article)
Link to thread: ...thread285996/pg1

Water found on Mars, with 
pictures!
Created by: Grey Basket on June 9, flags: 13, replies: 35
High-res image:
Let's hope they opt for the rovers to check it out.
Link to thread: ...thread286447/pg1

4 Charged In Plot To Blow Up 
Jet Fuel At JFK
Created by: enjoies05 on June 2, flags: 12, replies: 84
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"According to NewsChannel4's Jonathan Dienst, 
sources said federal investigators have made arrests 
in an alleged terror plot on Kennedy Airport. 
Four people have been charged. One is in custody in 
New York. 
Sources said the plot involved a plan to blow up  a jet-
fuel pipeline at JFK setting off a potential massive 
explosion"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread285310/pg1

Will the real John Lear please 
stand up?
Created by: hangerateteen on June 5, flags: 12, replies: 54
John Lear wrote this on another forum in 2004: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
"I was wrong. 
I just realized that I was spending far too little time with 
my family, especially my grandson pursuing subjects 
of fruitless and pointless speculation. I feel that for too 
long I have been mislead about the subject of UFO's 
and aliens which I now know do not exist in any form 
other than wild imagination. This will be my last post 
here on the FF on UFO's or any related subject and 
my good friends will not email, pm, bother me or 
speculate on this matter because the truth is I was 
wrong and open speculation will only cause me further 
embarrassment. 
John Lear" 
This sounds sincere and honest to me unlike what I’ve 
been reading here on ATS. 
Will the real John Lear please stand up?
Link to thread: ...thread285664/pg1
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And if Ron Paul Loses...
Created by: DarkMile77 on June 9, flags: 12, replies: 163
There are a fair number of people making videos, 
posting blogs, and commenting that Ron Paul is best 
chance this country has against the N.W.O. But there 
is not lot talk about what it means for America if he 
looses. 
Now don't get me wrong I like Ron Paul as a candidate 
for the U.S. Presidency. I don't see eye to eye with him 
on every issue, but unlike some American ( and you 
know who you are :P ) I don't want nor need a political 
candidate that just says thing to get me to nod my 
head in approval. 
But lets be honest with ourselves. The choices in 2008 
will probably be Hillary Clinton and Rudy Giuliani. So 
with that said, then what ? 
When Giuliani or Clinton wins does it mean a move to 
a complete police state and total burn job  of our 
constitutional and civil rights ? 
I am just really curious to know what the members of 
ATS think who are pinning a lot of there hopes for the 
future on Ron Paul. 
mod edit, grammar in title 
[edit on 10-6-2007 by DontTreadOnMe]
Link to thread: ...thread286360/pg1

zeitgeist the movie - All the 
worlds a stage
Created by: melbourne_militia on June 13, flags: 12, 
replies: 72
G'day all, I'll be brief and to the point here, we all know 
that 911 was an inside job  and therfore I am adding 
the following link to a google video that puts all the 
"falsified" evidence and facts together in a genuinely 
"chiiling" half an hour video that I got off the Alex 
Jones Website. 
I apoligise if somebody else has already link this here, 
but I couldnt find it elsewhere and thought it my duty to 
help inform the Sheeple in our society. 
So watch the movie, confident in the fact that most of 
us are educated and understand the ramification of 
this "coup" that has been stage by the neocons upon 
the good people of the USA. 
MOD EDIT: CAP TITLE 
[edit on 6/15/2007 by kinglizard]
Link to thread: ...thread286956/pg1

Exclusive: Suicide Bomb 
Teams Sent to U.S., Europe
Created by: Togetic on June 18, flags: 12, replies: 165
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Large teams of newly trained suicide bombers are 
being sent to the United States and Europe, according 
to evidence contained on a new videotape obtained by 
the Blotter on ABCNews.com. 
Teams assigned to carry out attacks in the United 
States, Canada, Great Britain and Germany were 
introduced at an al Qaeda/Taliban training camp 
graduation ceremony held June 9. "(visit the link for 
the full news article) 
[edit on 6/18/2007 by Togetic]
Link to thread: ...thread287750/pg1

Another Apollo 20 alien 
spaceship video
Created by: acmeartifacts on June 24, flags: 12, replies: 
103
Looks like this was uploaded to youtube by youtube 
user retiredafb on June 24 07 
To me it looks like a clay model 
(isit the thread to view linked videos)
Link to thread: ...thread288659/pg1

Documented testimony of 
FDNY & First Responders - 
Controlled Demolition
Created by: BeZerk on June 28, flags: 12, replies: 47
On 8/12/05 the New York Times released more than 
12,000 pages of oral histories in the form of transcripts 
of interviews with 503 firefighters and emergency 
medical responders. The interviews were conducted 
between October of 2001 and January of 2002 under 
the order of New York City's fire commissioner at the 
time of the attack, Thomas Von Essen, who wanted to 
preserve first-hand accounts of the attack. (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Brian Becker -- Firefighter (F.D.N.Y.) [Engine 28] 
So I think that the building was really kind of starting to 
melt. We were -- like, the melt down was beginning. 
The collapse hadn't begun, but it was not a fire any 
more up  there. It was like -- it was like that -- like 
smoke explosion on a tremendous scale going on up 
there. 
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Interview, 10/09/01, New York Times - (links removed, 
visit the thread for external references) 
Greg Brady -- E.M.T. (E.M.S.) [Battalion 6] 
We were standing underneath and Captain Stone was 
speaking again. We heard -- I heard 3 loud explosions. 
I look up  and the north tower is coming down now, 1 
World Trade Center. 
We were standing in a circle in the middle of West 
Street. They were talking about what was going on. At 
that time, when I heard the 3 loud explosions, I started 
running west on Vesey Street towards the water. At 
that time, I couldn't run fast enough. The debris caught 
up  with me, knocked my helmet off. Interview, , New 
York Times - (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references)
Timothy Burke - Firefigter (F.D.N.Y.) [Engine 202] 
Then the building popped, lower than the fire, which I 
learned was I guess, the aviation fuel fell into the pit, 
and whatever floor it fell on heated up  really bad and 
that's why it popped at that floor. That's the rumor I 
heard. But it seemed like I was going oh, my god, 
there is a secondary device because the way the 
building popped. I thought it was an explosion. 
Interview, 01/22/02, New York Times - (links removed, 
visit the thread for external references) 
Ed Cachia -- Firefighter (F.D.N.Y.) [Engine 53] 
It actually gave at a lower floor, not the floor where the 
plane hit, because we originally had thought there was 
like an internal detonation explosives because it went 
in succession, boom, boom, boom, boom, and then 
the tower came down. With that everybody was just 
stunned for a second or two, looking at the tower 
coming down. 
Interview, 12/06/05, New York Times - (links removed, 
visit the thread for external references) 
Rich Banaciski -- Firefighter (F.D.N.Y.) [Ladder 22] 
We were there I don't know, maybe 10, 15 minutes 
and then I just remember there was just an explosion. 
It seemed like on television they blow up  these 
buildings. It seemed like it was going all the way 
around like a belt, all these explosions. 
Interview, 12/06/01, New York Times - (links removed, 
visit the thread for external references)
Frank Campagna -- Firefighter (F.D.N.Y.) [Ladder 11] 
There was nobody in the intersection, nobody in the 
streets in general, everyone just saying come on, 
keeping coming, keep  coming. That's when [the North 
Tower] went. I looked back. You see three explosions 
and then the whole thing coming down. I turned my 
head and everybody was scattering. From there I don't 
know who was who. I don't even know where my guys 
went. None of us knew where each other were at at 
that point in time. 
Interview, 12/04/01, New York Times - (links removed, 
visit the thread for external references) 

Continued... 
[edit on 28-6-2007 by BeZerk]
Link to thread: ...thread289428/pg1

Car Bomb Terror Scare In 
London
Created by: damajikninja on June 29, flags: 12, replies: 211
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A "massive" explosive device found in a car in central 
London has been defused, Sky sources say. 
It is believed that a major terrorist attack in the heart of 
the capital has been thwarted."(visit the link for the full 
news article) 
Video Links 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 6/29/2007 by damajikninja]
Link to thread: ...thread289479/pg1

Holy Smokes...Jaime 
Maussan's new DVD-
Incredible NASA footage
Created by: DimensionalDetective on June 5, flags: 11, 
replies: 46
Just got in the new footage from his latest 
presentation. I know he takes a ton of heat on these 
boards and he has made quite a few errors, but wait till 
these NASA clips make their way to youtube. 
There is a UFO  flying so close to the space station that 
it is casting light on the panels! You can also see it 
moving in between the panels, as if it is 'scanning' the 
space station. 
This is some of the most incredible footage I have ever 
seen. Hopefully it makes its way to youtube soon. 
Mod Edit: CAP TITLE 
[edit on 6/6/2007 by kinglizard]
Link to thread: ...thread285838/pg1
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There was a plan to use a 
plane in 1974
Created by: ZeddicusZulZorander on June 11, flags: 11, 
replies: 80
If you didn't know, there WAS a plan to take a 
commercial plane by force of arms and use that plane 
to crash into the White House. 
The year was 1974, 27-years before 9/11 and the plan 
was formed by would-be assassin Sam Byke who 
wanted to kill then President Richard Nixon. The 
Secret Service supposedly took steps such as 
rumored anti-air weapons and so on to prevent what 
they had previosly considered unthinkable...a 
commercial aircraft used in a suicide attack. 
Sam Byke was 37, married, and had 4 children. He 
was manic depressant and couldn't keep  employment. 
As time went on, he began to blame the administration 
of the time for his and the rest of the country's 
problems. 
The Secret Service and the FBI therefore knew of the 
potentail back then. They even have Bicke's own audio 
recordings that reveal his plans to take the airliner and 
crash it into the White House. Both agencies knew of 
the potential for this type of attack yet on all fronts, 
they claim they never could have concieved of such a 
thing. 
As SkepticOverlord likes to say, look to history and in 
this case...history proves that the public statements 
made are completely false. 
There was a previous plan to use a plane in a suicide 
crash many years before 9/11. The major law 
enforcement agencies all know it. Any statements such 
as "we had no idea..." are just propaganda. 
Edit: fixed some spelling. 
[edit on 12-6-2007 by ZeddicusZulZorander]
Link to thread: ...thread286752/pg1

Sex Crimes and the Vatican
Created by: Souljah on June 10, flags: 11, replies: 81
Ever wondered how many catholic priests are really 
abusing young girls and boys? 
The Catholic Church has 50 million children in its 
worldwide congregation and no universal child 
protection policy whatsoever. 
There is actually a document, written by the Vatican, 
which PROTECTS the priest/child abusers! 
It is a policy of cover up! 
"(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
A secret document which sets out a procedure for 
dealing with child sex abuse scandals within the 
Catholic Church is examined by Panorama. 

(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references) 
was enforced for 20 years by Cardinal Joseph 
Ratzinger before he became the Pope. It instructs 
bishops on how to deal with allegations of child abuse 
against priests and has been seen by few outsiders. 
Crimen Sollicitationis was written in 1962 in Latin and 
given to Catholic bishops worldwide who are ordered 
to keep it locked away in the church safe. It instructs 
them how to deal with priests who solicit sex from the 
confessional. It also deals with "any obscene external 
act ... with youths of either sex." It imposes an oath of 
secrecy on the child victim, the priest dealing with the 
allegation and any witnesses." 
For example in U.S. only report tells us that almost 
four and a half thousand US priests have been 
accused of raping or sexually abusing children. How 
many of those have been prosecuted and proclaimed 
guilty? How many of them were jailed and are doing 
time which they should? 
Looks like that the Vatican and the Catholic church 
protects abusers of children - scum like Oliver O'Grady 
- a former Irish Roman Catholic priest who molested a 
number of children in California from 1976 onwards, 
who has molested and raped boys and girls from 3 to 
13 years of age. 
Crimen solicitationis is indicative of a worldwide policy 
of absolute secrecy and control of all cases of sexual 
abuse by the clergy. But what you really have here is 
an explicit written policy to cover up  cases of child 
sexual abuse by the clergy to punish those who would 
call attention to these crimes by the churchmen. 
Rule of the Church is ABOVE Rule of the Law? 
[edit on 10/6/07 by Souljah]
Link to thread: ...thread286550/pg1

Video: Muslims Against Jihad
Created by: djohnsto77 on June 26, flags: 11, replies: 61
This is an excellent video showing the struggle 
between moderate Muslims and the extremists, 
especially in Europe. 
It's a bit long (about an hour) but certainly worth 
watching. 
Enjoy! 
(visit the thread to view linked videos) 
*Google video has gone missing. Here is the same 
video broken up in to pieces on You Tube* 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Related Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 6/26/2007 by djohnsto77] 
*Adde youtube video links 
[edit on 27-6-2007 by dbates]
Link to thread: ...thread288892/pg1
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C2C Drone = Halo 3
Created by: Martini on June 16, flags: 11, replies: 109
This week Microsoft has send some users an email 
containing a poëm, nothing strange you might think, 
but some people discovered a secret code embedded 
in (links removed, visit the thread for external 
references), wich gave acces to two websites 
one site related to aliens and ufo's (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references) 
one linked to a timer 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
and finally, the best part, there was another code 
discoverd wich linked to a Hello Kitty! page, wich 
eventually also contained a code which linked to a a 
webpage with a "strange photo" 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
As you can see, it PERFECTLY matches the C2C 
drone, the writings, the symbols...
Link to thread: ...thread287453/pg1

WW3 may start on 9/9/2007
Created by: sb2012 on June 16, flags: 11, replies: 50
Invasion of Iraq began on 3/20/2003 exactly 555 days 
after 9/11/2001. 
Madrid bombings exactly 911 days after 9/11, on 
3/11/2004. 
London attack on 7/7/2005 (2+5 = 7) --> 777. 
That's on purpose and not coincidence. 
Maybe WW3 will start on 9/9/2007 (2+7 = 9) --> 999, 
which is 666 upside down. 
World War 3 is planned according to this (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references): 
""The Third World War must be fomented by taking 
advantage of the differences caused by the "agentur" 
of the "Illuminati" between the political Zionists and the 
leaders of Islamic World. The war must be conducted 
in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World) 
and political Zionism (the State of Israel) mutually 
destroy each other. Meanwhile the other nations, once 
more divided on this issue will be constrained to fight 
to the point of complete physical, moral, spiritual and 
economical exhaustion… (...)" 
Check the link, also check (links removed, visit the 
thread for external references) too. 
When you compare this to news today, it all matches! 
Wake up...
Link to thread: ...thread287510/pg1

What is wrong with the Apollo 
12 SUN? (Warning to dialup 
users: large images)
Created by: Yandros on June 22, flags: 11, replies: 152
After this became somewhat of a hot debate subtopic 
in my NASA vacuum chamber thread I decided to 
dedicated a separate thread to it: 
The Apollo 12 sun, does not look at all real. In fact, I 
believe, it looks very much like a flood light, or stadium 
light. Judge for yourself: 
First as a control; this is the sun, from space, as 
observed by the onboard shuttle camera on the 2007 
launch of Atlantis: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Now the Apollo 12 photos: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
It would seem we have a series of 9 photos, taken one 
after another of the Apollo 12 ‘Sun.’ These photos are: 
AS12-46-6761 through to and including 
AS12-46-6769. I have only included four here. 
But when analyzed for intensity, one obtains a rather 
interesting result: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
It would seem that the ‘Sun’ is inconsistent in intensity, 
as though it contained a light bulb… 
It is my feeling that these photographs are particularly 
damming to the credibility of the Apollo missions. If 
these are fake, which I believe is almost beyond doubt, 
then what are the chances that much of the other 
footage is as well? 
Credit for this discovery goes to a youtube video:
Authored by a youtuber called: greenmagoos 
Link to thread: ...thread288384/pg1

9/11 Bombshell:WTC7 
Security Official Details, Says 
bombs were going off in 7 
before either tower co
Created by: BeZerk on June 25, flags: 11, replies: 86
The Alex Jones show welcomed Loose Change 
creators Dylan Avery and Jason Burmas to discuss an 
exclusive interview they have conducted with an 
individual with high level security clearance who was 
inside the Office of Emergency Management in World 
Trade Center 7 and has descibed and detailed 
explosions inside the building prior to the collapse of 
any of the buildings at ground zero on 9/11. 
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While details remain scant for obvious reasons, we 
can reveal that the individual concerned was asked to 
report to building seven with a city official after the first 
attack on the North tower but before the second plane 
hit the South Tower and before their eventual collapse, 
in order to provide the official with access to different 
floors of the building. 
The city official he was escorting was attempting to 
reach Rudy Guiliani, who he had determined was 
inside building 7 at that time. According to Avery and 
Burmas this official now works for Guiliani partners. 
The individual was also asked to provide access to the 
Office Of Emergency Management on the 23rd floor of 
the building, this was the so called "bunker" that was 
built inside WTC7 on the orders of Rudy Guiliani. 
When he got there he found the office evacuated and 
after making some calls was told to leave immediately. 
It was at this point that he witnessed a bomb  going off 
inside the building: 
"We subsequently went to the stairwell and were going 
down the stairs, when we reached the sixth floor, the 
landing that we were standing on gave way, there was 
an explosion and the landing gave way. I was left there 
hanging, I had to climb  back up  and now had to walk 
back up  to the eighth floor. After getting to the eighth 
floor everything was dark." 
The individual in a second clip  detailed hearing further 
explosions and then described what he saw when he 
got down to the lobby: 
"It was totally destroyed, it looked like King Kong had 
been through it and stepped on it and it was so 
destroyed i didn't know where I was. It was so 
destroyed that had to take me out through a hole in the 
wall, a makeshift hole I believe the fire department 
made to get me out." 
He was then told by firefighters to get twenty blocks 
away from the area because explosions were going off 
all over the World Trade Center complex.
The key to this information is that the individual 
testifies this all happened BEFORE either tower 
collapsed, thus building 7 was at that point completely 
undamaged from any falling debris or resulting fires. It 
also means that explosions were witnessed in WTC7 
up to eight hours before its collapse at around 5.30pm. 
Avery and Burmas, described how the individual had 
witnessed dead bodies in the lobby of 7 and was told 
by the police not to look at them. 
This is vital information be cause it is in direct conflict 
with the official claim that no one was killed inside 
building 7. The 9/11 Commission report did not even 
mention building, yet here we have a key witness who 
told them he saw dead people inside the building after 
explosions had gutted the lower level. 
What makes all this information even more explosive 
is the fact that this individual was interviewed by the 

9/11 Commission as they conducted their so called 
investigation. 
The fact that the building was not even mentioned in 
the report in light of this information thus becomes 
chilling and indicates that officials have lied in stating 
that they have not come into contact with evidence of 
explosive devices within the buildings. 
Avery says that he can and will prove beyond any 
shadow of doubt that the individual was in building 7 
on 9/11 and that what he is saying is accurate. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Boy, I cant wait for the interview in the Final Cut. 
Debunker's will just hate the part where it says 
explosions going off in building7 before either Towers 
collapsed.
Link to thread: ...thread288873/pg1

Micheal Moore's SICKO gets 
*Thumbs Up* from fact 
checkers.
Created by: AnAbsoluteCreation on June 29, flags: 11, 
replies: 156
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Michael Moore's "Sicko," which opened nationwide 
Friday, is filled with horror stories of people who are 
deprived of medical service because they can't afford it 
or haven't been able to navigate the murky waters of 
managed care in the United States. 
It compares American health care with the universal 
coverage systems in Canada, France, the United 
Kingdom and Cuba."(visit the link for the full news 
article) 
Mod Edit: Removed excessive copy/paste please 
review the following link... 
[edit on 30-6-2007 by UM_Gazz]
Link to thread: ...thread289647/pg1

Did extraterrestrial's spark 
life on earth?
Created by: IMAdamnALIEN on June 1, flags: 10, replies: 
177
I've wonderd this question for some time now. I have 
seen too much evidence that suggests we haven't 
been alone here on earth for ages. 
From carvings in ancient egypitan tombs, the vimanas 
in India, to the renaissance paintings depicting strange 
objects in the sky. If closed minded people are saying 
the UFO  and exterrestrial phenomenon is a hoax then 
how is it logicaly possible for this "hoax" to last 
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thousands of years? It's not, and your left with only 
one conclusion, we are definatly not alone and haven't 
been for a very long time. Just how long? 
This is where I became confused and would like to 
have some input. Say an archaic group  of 
exterrestrials came to earth about 200,000 years ago. 
This alien race would observe/study earth and its 
inhabitants. Realizing the evolution of this planet has 
produced spectacular organisims and a plethera of 
diverse life. However, they saw the monkey's and 
ape's of this world and thought they held promise to 
become something more than what they were. They 
abduct one special ape and implant a DNA/Gene 
mutator of some kind. They saw that this had the effect 
they wanted and decided to "help" the rest of this 
particular species evolve quicker than the rest of the 
beasts. Over time these special apes became modern 
humans. 
That is one scenario, here is another logical 
hypothesis. "Seeder" exterrestrials came here before 
life on earth billions of years ago and jumpstarted this 
planet into what we know today. 
Questions still remain however and will always without 
hard proof or outright disclosure by the alien's 
themselves. A question that has plauged me ever 
since finding out the world isn't what it appears to be, 
why are typical aliens bipedal and look mostly like us? 
If that question is solved we will have our answer to 
the genesis of life on earth. Are there really aliens out 
there that want us to become more like them? and if 
so what plans to they have for us? Do they want 
humans to join the intergalatic community, or do they 
just want something to rule over? 
Just my thoughts........ 
[edit on 2-6-2007 by IMAdamnALIEN] 
mod edit: title clarity 
[edit on 3-6-2007 by sanctum]
Link to thread: ...thread285279/pg1

ABC Live 911 Coverage was 
Totally Fake (UPDATED) - "TV 
Fakery"
Created by: bsregistration on June 2, flags: 10, replies: 135
OK, here's smoking gun proof that the ABC live 9/11 
coverage was totally fake. The footage includes layer 
animation glitches (a bridge that shouldn't be there at 
all showing up in two different places), frozen still 
panning, a transmission glitch showing the perp 
cameraman where to position the towers for the plane 
crash animation, and more! 
You should watch it. Open your eyes! 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 

UPDATE 
Several members have called into question the 
accuracy of this video, and are even claiming it may be 
a purposeful fraud. Two posts summarize the analysis 
of our members, here: 
and farther down the same page, here: 
AboveTopSecret.com Editorial Update 
The majority of ATS members participating in these TV 
FAKERY threads have discovered serious problems 
with the theory. Please use the thread linked below for 
the ongoing discussion. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
TV FAKERY TOPIC UPDATE 
Several ATS members have raised serious doubts 
about the validity of these "TV Fakery" 9/11 conspiracy 
theories, as well as the motives of the group  promoting 
them. 
An important series of posts begins with: (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"In the previous few days, we have been witness to a 
flood of new topics on 9/11 TV Fakery from a group 
calling themselves 911researchers.com. We (ATS) are 
not the first board of our ilk to be graced with the 
disruptive trollishness of this group. Members of 
911researchers.com who are active in 9/11 discussion 
groups combine indignant denigration of disbelievers 
with disdainful neglect of valid questions that are 
posed to them...(links removed, visit the  thread for 
external references) " 
[edit on 9-6-2007 by AboveTopSecret.com]
Link to thread: ...thread285360/pg1
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As author and reviewer Andy Lloyd says, 
you get the “Encyclopedia Conspiratoria!”
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